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Introduction

Controlling the electric permittivity along with the magnetic permeability has long been
a major field of research in optics, especially in a magnetic perspective. With the design
of artificial photonic materials, the precise control of the material parameters has led to
the emergence of new functionalities in integrated optical devices. This class of appli-
cation is very attractive for the use of artificial textured materials because of the several
simultaneous constaints it embodies. Photonic crystals and metamaterials represent the
best known examples of the tailoring of respectively the electric permittivity and the mag-
netic permeability, inducing exotic magnetic responses such as negative refractive index,
negative permeability, photonic band-gap and zero refractive index.

However, in practice the design and engineering of optical systems usualy rely on the tai-
loring of not only the refractive index but also the amount of gain or losses. In particular,
the amount of losses has long been considered to only cause degraded performances of
optical systems, and its use as a genuine tool in wave propagation remained unconsidered
until recently. Currently, a novel trend in modern optics consisting in the engineering of
losses, balanced with gain and refractive index manipulation is receiving considerable at-
tention from the photonics research community. This topic, originating from the so called
Parity-Time Symmetry (PT-symmetry) inspired from the recent work of Bender et al. in
1998 on the hermiticity of Hamiltonians, was found to be of great interest in several com-
partments of optics for the observation of intriguing light behavior. The transposition
of PT-symmetry from quantum mechanics to optics based on the equivalence between
Schrödinger equation and the classical wave equation in coupled systems, revealed the
potential interest of losses as an additional tool for the expression of exotic and intriguing
functionalities in photonic circuits, such as unidirectional light transport, coherent per-
fect absorption, or phase transition point to name but a few.
Despite the great interest brought by PT-symmetry and the potential tool it represents in
the design of photonic devices, its development remained confined to well equiped opti-
cal laboratories with, to my knowledge, no full spread of any "killer" application.

In the meantime, the boom of optical telecommunications, brought by the growth of the
internet traffic, Internet Of Things (IoT) or cloud data storage and computing, increased
the need for efficient and robust coherent light sources to work as transmitter for optical
fiber networks. Semiconductor lasers directly or externally modulated, the workhorse of
the development of optical networks, quickly became subject of technological challenges,
with the objective to improve their static and dynamic performances, in order to increase
the data rate through the bandwidth. Distributed FeedBack (DFB) lasers are probably
the best example of technological achievement resulting from the arrangement of mate-
rial properties to pursue this avenue. Owing to their low cost, single-frequency opera-
tion, low power consumption and monolithic integration in photonic integrated circuits
(PCIs), DFB lasers have become a world standard equipment for data transmission in all
communication networks.
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This work represents a first attempt to apply the concept of PT-symmetry to practical de-
vices, in particular to the design and fabrication of a laser-modulator system, and was
carried out at the Centre de Nanosciences et Nanotechnologies (C2N) newly relocated in
Palaiseau, France.

The main part of the work involved the design, fabrication and characterization of complex-
coupled DFB lasers, and the investigation of potential expression of PT-symmetry ef-
fects arising from the specific association of a loss grating and an index grating. Con-
ventional DFB lasers used in optical networks nowadays exploit either gain-coupling or
index-coupling mechanisms, respectively involving a grating carrying a modulation of the
material gain (loss) or of the material index of refraction, when complex-coupling mech-
anism involve both.
Investigations on the emission output power, spectrum, transmission characteristics and
feedback resistance are discussed through this manuscript. A particular interest is brought
to the study of the fabricated lasers performances depending on the nominal phase shift
existing between the loss and index gratings, in order to discuss the advantages of com-
bining gain and index coupling gratings, and witness asymmetric characteristics of the
laser emission: indication of the potential expression of PT-symmetry.

The principal interest of applying the concept of PT-symmetry to DFB lasers, is to take ad-
vantages of the asymmetric coupling brought by such grating. Indeed, by implementing a
PT-symmetric Bragg grating within the laser cavity, the coupled contra-propagative waves
should be impacted by different coupling constant, one experiencing gain while the other
experiences loss. This feature can be of great interest for the operation of DFB as the cou-
pling of external reflections, harmful for the laser operation, could be attenuated inside
the cavity, and hence one could avoid in particular loss of coherence.

The first chapter is an introduction to the working principle of DFB lasers technology
together with the concept of Parity-Time symmetry. The comparison between classical
and PT-symmetric Bragg grating is made and the objectives of this work are presented.

The second chapter presents the simulation principle and results, helping on the under-
standing of mode dynamics inside a DFB laser. The case of index, gain and complex-
coupling mechanism is presented to provide an insight of the interaction of the real and
imaginary parts of the material index with the existing modes inside the cavity. The sec-
ond part of this chapter is dedicated to the proposal of a grating assisted PT-symmetric
coupler, in response to the lack of technological tolerances allowed by the ideal PT-symmetric
coupler case.

Chapter three reports the design, fabrication process and tools developed for the elabo-
ration of complex-coupled DFB lasers. The particular development of ICP etching pro-
cesses for the critical definition of dielectric grating is discussed.

The fourth chapter presents the emission characteristics of the fabricated lasers in terms
of output power and spectrum. The single-frequency operation and its stability over a
wide range of current is discussed, to compare the efficiency of the mode filtering inside
the laser cavity. Emphasis is put on the investigation of the emission characteristics of
the complex-coupled DFB laser depending on the nominal phase shift between dielectric
and metallic gratings.

Chapter five presents the probing of the fabricated laser cavities by an external tunable
laser. From this experiment, the cavity losses are measured and Bragg grating response

2
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is investigated under sub-threshold injection current. The second part of this chapter re-
lates the resistance of the fabricated lasers to external optical feedback, and a comparison
is made based on the nominal phase shift between grating types.
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CHAPTER 1. DISTRIBUTED FEEDBACK LASERS AND PARITY TIME SYMMETRY

Used as coherent light sources for a long time, semiconductor lasers have seen their range
of application exponentially growing over the years. They can now be found in realms
like optical metrology, optical telecommunications, optical data storage, sensing or even
printing. Composed of a p-n junction diode involving direct-gap materials, they can be
manufactured using integrated circuits fabrication technologies, making them an inex-
pensive and mass-produced device. The simplest type of laser is the Fabry-Perot (FP)
cavity laser. In this laser, the reflectivity at the laser ends (or laser facets) is used to gener-
ate internal optical feedback required to reach stimulated emission. On the other hand,
Distributed Feedback Lasers (DFB lasers) use the implementation of an internal Bragg
grating within the laser cavity to filter longitudinal modes inside of the device. DFB lasers
are a very good example of the benefit brought by nanophotonics in conventional optics:
the performances of lasers used in fiber optics telecommunications is enhanced from the
structuration of the material and its interaction with the light emission.

1.1 DFB Lasers in Telecommunication Optics

With the boom of the fiber optics communications in the early 80’s with the invention
of Erbium-Doped Fiber Amplifiers (EDFA), transatlantic telecommunication experienced
a major improvement in cost and efficiency. Its weight, cost efficiency, dispersion and
loss profile made fiber optics a game changer, contributing to the transformation of the
information accessibility and speed, and to our society as we know it. The fiber optics
network is however only a pipe in which information will be transmitted, and requires
high quality sources to work.

Fig. 1.1. Representation of submarine optical cable routes around the world. There are approxi-
mately 448 submarine cables used around the world. The map doesn’t represent the cable actual
path but rather the entery points and interconnections between countries. [1]

For local-area networks, sources like light-emitting diodes (LEDs) can be used. Their
simplicity made them low-cost reliable source of light, but the width of their spectrum
induces dispersion effects, and their slow dynamics is limited by spontaneous emission
time (>1 ns, so < 1 GHz), both factors causing a low bit rate-distance product. LEDs are
today replaced by Vertical Cavity Surface Emitting Lasers (VCSELs), with improved spec-
tral characteristics and power, at a reasonable cost.

7
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For very long distances, such as transatlantic networks, monochromatic sources are a
great asset as the signal is altered all along its propagation, and optical sources require
a pure single-frequency and narrow linewidth spectrum.

From the first pioneering work by Kogelnik and Shank in the early 70’s [2, 3], DFB Lasers
have found countless applications particularly in the realm of wavelength division mul-
tiplexed optical telecommunication systems (in the 1990s). The single frequency gener-
ation is achieved inside DFB lasers through the implementation of a Bragg grating, cre-
ating condition of a photonic band gap. Mode selectivity is then more efficient than in
conventional Fabry-Perot cavities, where mode selectivity only results from interferences
induced by the facet reflectivity.

The Bragg grating can be implemented either by a modulation of the refractive index of
the laser, or by a modulation of the optical gain in the active region, or both. Hereafter,
DFB lasers with only index modulation will be referred to as index-coupled DFB lasers,
DFB lasers with only gain modulation will be referred to as gain-coupled DFB lasers and
DFB lasers using both index and gain modulations will be referred to as complex-coupled
DFB lasers.
The Bragg grating inside the laser cavity works as a wavelength-selective device to achieve
stable narrow-linewidth laser operation. The interference pattern appearing from the
grating will affect the modes traveling inside the cavity, and will work constructively for
wavelength λB satisfying the following condition:

Λ= m
λB

2ne f f
(1.1)

Where Λ is the grating period, ne f f the material effective index, and λB the Bragg wave-
length. The photons that satisfy the Bragg condition will interact constructively, and
therefore have a increased lifetime between each index interface. The population of pho-
tons in that mode growing, the stimulated emission rate will increase and enable the
attenuation of Fabry-Pérot side modes because of its high radiative recombination effi-
ciency.

1.1.1 Coupled wave theory

In the late 60’s, Kogelnik and Shank proposed a coupled mode theory model to describe
the interactions between propagating modes, and diffraction inside volume holograms[4].
They later found that this model could be used to describe the mode selection and mode
dynamics in semiconductor lasers, and to define the characteristics required for a DFB to
reach single mode operation [2, 3].

As previously stated, DFB lasers are characterized by their longitudinal periodic variation
of the refractive index n(z) and/or gain g(z), within the laser medium. The index/gain
perturbation is often written using the following formulation:

n(z) = ne f f +n1 cos(
2π

Λ
(z − z0))

g (z) = g + g1 cos(
2π

Λ
(z − z ′

0))
(1.2)

It encapsulates the fact that the wave is guided in a given transverse mode (quasi-TE0 for
instance) through the effective index, the phase index of the guided mode of an average
translation-invariant structure along the diode axis, β0 = nω0/c.

8
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Fig. 1.2. Representation of the index variation inside a DFB laser.

In the next section we will treat the specific case of an index-coupled DFB laser designed
to work at first order. We note β= 2πn/λ the propagation constant associated to the wave-
length λ in vacuum. For this configuration, the Bragg wavelength λB and its associated
propagation constant βB, for which the grating is designed are expressed as:

λB = 2ne f f Λ

βB = π

Λ

(1.3)

The electric field can then be expressed as the coupling between two contra-propagative
waves, materialized by the sum between two modes propagating in +z, R(z) and -z, S(z).
By considering the electric field to be of the form E=E(z)e jωt and noting λ and β respec-
tively the wavelength in vacuum and wave vector of the propagating modes in the cavity,
with β=2ne f f 2π/λ, we have:

E(z) = R(z)exp(− jβ0z)+S(z)exp( jβ0z)) (1.4)

By inserting this expression of the electrical field in the following wave equation:

∂2

∂z2
E+β2E = 0 (1.5)

and by comparing terms with equal exponential (we consider that the waves amplitudes
are varying slowly —the second derivatives can thus be neglected—) we obtain the coupled-
wave equations:

−R′+ (g − jδ)R = jκS

S′+ (g − jδ)S = jκR
(1.6)

Where δ = β−βB R’ and S’ are the first derivative with regards to z of the reflected and
transmitted waves respectively. κ is the coupling constant, a central parameter defined
by:

κ= πn1

λB
(1.7)

The general solutions to these equations are of the form:

9
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R = r1 exp(Γz)+ r2 exp(−Γz)

S = s1 exp(Γz)+ s2 exp(−Γz)
(1.8)

The complex propagation constant Γ is defined by the dispersion relation:

Γ2 = κ2 + j (β−βB) (1.9)

Where r1, r2, s1 and s2 can be determined from boundary conditions.
κ is here a key parameter, as it represents the coupling between S and R. The efficiency
of the grating through its selectivity and strength, will be dependent on this parameter.
Though κ is essential, as it drives the behavior of the DFB lasers, it can be difficult to com-
pute it analytically when the transverse mode profiles are somehow convolved, or mea-
sure it experimentally. Indeed, its practical value will be fully determined from the local
variation of the index and/or gain but also from the mode confinement, as the interaction
from the mode and the grating will highly depend on this confinement.

As DFB lasers have brought much interest in the realm of photonics over the past 30 years,
a lot of coupled mode analysis development can be found in the literature on this topic.
Most of the theoretical and experimental work has been confined to the case of a mod-
ulation of either real or imaginary parts of the index (with some exceptions in the 90s),
trying to understand and tailor the wavelength selectivity of the cavity grating. However,
it became clear that the realization of an index grating would eventually impact the loss
profile of the material, as well as a lossy grating would in return impact its index profile.
The study of a complex-coupled grating thus became of great interest, but only with the
specific case of in phase gain and index modulations[5, 6]. Complex-coupled gratings
with variable grating phase then attracted attention of researchers [7, 8, 9, 10], as it could
be considered as an additional tool to improve the performances of the spectral filtering
inside the laser cavity. Interestingly, conclusions found on the effects of relative phase be-
tween index parts modulations mention non reciprocal propagation through the phase
shifted gratings, representing a precursor outlook of a Parity-Time symmetric effect in
photonics. With the later emergence of the concept of Parity-Time symmetry in optics,
the peculiar case of a quarter phase shift between real and imaginary components of the
material index became the object of intense investigations, as will be seen in the following
section.

1.2 Parity Time Symmetry in Optics

With the substantial progress of lithography and other nanofabrication techniques over
the past decades, the design and fabrication of nanostructures has become a strategic
work field, with the miniaturization that we can witness nowadays. In photonics, thanks
to judicious arrangement of structures and material combinations, a dream of the meta-
material vision became reality in the last decade, and now, all four quadrants of elec-
tromagnetic real valued responses (ε,µ) can be achieved. With the implementation of
photonic crystals and metamaterials, a large array of exotic electromagnetic responses
emerged, such as negative refractive index or negative magnetic permeabillity.
The work on the imaginary part of the index, however, has long remained a deserted field
of research. If the avoidance of loss inside optical materials is highly desirable, Parity-
Time symmetry demonstrated that losses could be considered as a powerful asset to bring
tunability and exotic functions to integrated optical devices.
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1.2.1 From Non Hermitian Hamiltonians to PTS Optics

In 1998 Carl M. Bender and Stefan Boettcher [11] found that it is not necessary for Hamil-
tonian to be Hermitian to have real eigenvalues, as long as they satisfy condition of Parity-
Time Symmetry. Until that time it was considered that a condition for a Hamiltonian to
have real spectra, and thus to have a physical observable, was for it to obey the Dirac
Hermiticity, expressed as H†=H. Bender and Boettcher argued that even quantum sys-
tems with non-Hermitian Hamiltonians can have real spectrum if they possess the PT-
symmetry. This condition stipulates that the Hamiltonian is invariant under the action of
the Parity and Time operators. The action of P and T operators on the position vector x,
momentum p and i defined by:

P : x →−x; p →−p (1.10a)

T : x → x; p →−p; i →−i (1.10b)

The Parity-Time Symmetry (or PT Symmetry, PTS) thus appears to be a less restrictive
condition than hermiticity for a Hamiltonians to have real spectra. An interesting corol-
lary to this theory is that Hamiltonian with potential of the form V(-x)=-V*(x) will respect
Parity Time Symmetry and thus have a capability to exhibit real spectra.

These findings, the origins if which lie in theoretical mathematics, had many unforeseen
consequences particularly in modern optics. Because of the equivalence between the
Schrödinger equation in quantum mechanics and the classical wave equation presented
in table 1.1, optics has turned to be an ideal realm of application of the concepts of PT
symmetry. The expression of the physical potential is then associated to the effective in-
dex, and will amount to the same condition: n(x)=n*(-x).

Schrödinger equation and potential Coupled wave equation and potential

j}
∂

∂t
ψ=

(
r ′+ j r " s

s r ′− j r "

)
ψ

V(x̂) = V∗(−x̂)

j
∂

∂z

(
a1

a2

)
=

(
β+ jγ κ

κ β− jγ

)(
a1

a2

)
n(x) = n∗(−x)

{
Re(n(x)) = Re(n(−x))

Im(n(x)) =−Im(n(−x))

Table 1.1. Equivalence between Schrödinger equation and classical wave coupling equation

The matrix formalism of the coupled wave equation presented here is related to the cou-
pling between to co-propagative waves, as would be the case in a directional coupler,
which differs from the contra propagative formalism presented earlier to introduce the
working principle of DFB lasers. The condition that arises from this analogy is that the
real and imaginary parts of the index must be respectively even and odd functions of the
position to satisfy the condition of PT symmetry. This situation is interestingly found in
the association of two modulations: one of the intrinsic gain/loss, and one of the refrac-
tive index of the material, shifted of a quarter of their period. A schematic representation
of this condition is presented figure 1.3.
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Fig. 1.3. Index profile of a convential (a) coupled system, and of a PT symmetric (b) coupled system.

From this material topography, many theoretical devices were imagined and reported,
some of which gave birth to experimental demonstrations. These achievements include
optical phase transition from PT symmetry phase to PT broken phase [12, 13, 14, 15, 16,
17, 18], band merging effects [13, 15], unidirectional behavior [19, 20], PT coherent ab-
sorber [21, 22] or PT coherent absorber laser [23, 24, 21, 25]. The two best known exam-
ples of PT symmetric systems in modern optics are the PT symmetric directional coupler
and the PT symmetric Bragg grating. In the case of the PTS directional coupler, the cou-
pling between waves appear copropagativelly whereas for the PTS Bragg grating the waves
are coupled contrapropagativelly. Both examples are interesting model systems to under-
stand the physics of Parity Time symmetry in optics and will be detailed later.

1.2.2 Exceptional Point

An interesting characteristic associated with PT symmetric systems is the sudden change
in their output due to a spontaneous breakdown of PT symmetry. Beyond this border,
materialized by the presence of an exceptional point, the PT symmetric structure tips
from an unbroken PT symmetric to broken PT symmetric domain. The optical behavior
is drastically altered and interesting phenomena can be observed such as unidirectional
attenuation/amplification or asymmetric guiding of directional coupler system. Theoret-
ical findings about this exceptional point were first made by Bender et al. in 1999 [26],
Klaiman et al.[12] and Makris et al[13].

From these observations, it became clear that by working around this phase transition
point, PT-symmetry approach was promising, e.g. for the realization of tunable optical
devices. From the first experimental proposal by Ruschhaupt, Delgado and Muga [27], to
El-Ganainy et al., who designed the theoretical framework of a directional coupler [28], a
lot of work was soon devoted to the design of optical devices working around this excep-
tional point of Parity-Time symmetry[28, 13, 29].

1.2.3 PT symmetric Bragg grating

The principle of a conventional Bragg grating has been previously exposed, for the special
case of DFB lasers. As for many types of photonic crystals, this structure most often inte-
grates a modulation of either real or imaginary part of the material index, and therefore
represents an interesting architecture for the implementation of Parity Time symmetry
optics. Indeed, by bringing an additional shifted gain/loss modulation to a conventional
refractive Bragg grating structure, the system can be turned into a PT symmetric poten-
tial, notably for a phase shift of π/2 between the gain and refractive index modulations,
real and imaginary parts of the material index will have the form of respectively even and
odd functions of the position (see Figure 1.4).
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(a) (b)

Fig. 1.4. Layout comparison of a conventional Bragg grating (a) and a PTS Bragg grating (b)

By designing the Parity-Time symmetric Bragg grating to work above the exceptional point,
the eigenstates of the structure will be degenerate, and recent works proved the possibil-
ity of asymmetric light transport [19, 15, 30, 31]. In this case, the system is designed to
work in the broken PT symmetric regime, in which the reflection from one hand will be
amplified while being attenuated from the other. The transmission is not affected by the
presence of the grating, its coefficient and phase thus remaining constant. In 2011 Lin et
al. first reported the spontaneous PT-symmetry breaking inside such Bragg grating [19],
demonstrating that such systems -when operating around PT-symmetric breaking point-,
acts as a unidirectional invisible media.

The non-reciprocal light propagation characteristics of such PT symmetric Bragg grating
has attracted a lot of interest, although few experimental achievements were reported,
demonstrating differences in directional reflection and transmission. The work of Feng
et al. is particularly interesting on this topic, as it represents pioneer experimental re-
sults of this index modulated structure in optical resonators systems [32], or linear Bragg
reflectors[20]. It thus became clear that, as for conventional DFB lasers, the so called
PTS Bragg grating could be used to design Parity-Time Symmetric DFB lasers. The con-
cept of Parity-Time symmetry was then seen as a great asset to improve both wavelength
selectivity and feedback resistance of conventional DFB lasers [33, 34], or even imple-
ment new functionalities [35]. The ambition of the work discussed in this manuscript is
to contribute to the exploration of this approach, by applying the concept of Parity-Time
symmetry to integrated optics, through the design and fabrication of PTS DFB lasers.

1.3 Objectives of this work

The work reported in this manuscript is a first attempt to fabricate an characterize DFB
lasers involving a modulation of both real and imaginary parts of the material index. The
aim here is to control the phase shift between these two modulation components in order
to study potential effects induced on the laser operation. A specific phase shift is expected
to impact the laser emission and give asymmetric properties such as enhanced feedback
tolerance [33], reflected wave amplification [36, 30] or modal gain discrimination [36],
due to Parity-Time Symmetry.
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The next chapter is dedicated to the simulation of mode dynamics inside DFB lasers using
Abeles matrix formalism, and the proposition of a design for an asymmetric directional
coupler involving PT symmetry, compliant with fabrication tolerances.
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The concept of Parity-Time symmetry has raised a lot of interest in the realm of optics for
nearly a decade. With the presence of an exceptional point, at the frontier of broken and
unbroken PT symmetric regimes, optical circuits designer found a powerful asset in their
design toolbox. Indeed, by working around this phase transition point, exotic behavior
arise and the PT symmetric system output can be largely tuned by changing the amount
of gain in the system. As discussed in the previous chapter, a wide range of functionalities
can be implemented from the association of only two building blocks: the PT-symmetric
Bragg grating, and PT-symmetric directional coupler.
In our ambition to use Parity-Time symmetry for the design and fabrication of practical
devices, we present in this chapter the work performed on the sutdy of modal behav-
ior in conventional and PT symmetric DFB lasers using Abelès matrix formalism, and a
novel approach easing fabrication tolerances in the fabrication of PT-symmetric direc-
tional coupler. These efforts represent important milestones in the realization of respec-
tively PT symmetric Bragg grating and directional coupler. The second half of this chapter
is dedicated to a discussion around the feasibility of a PT-symmetric directional coupler,
from the point of view of fabrication tolerances. Existing solutions reported in the liter-
ature are discussed, and a new device associating well-known integrated optics tools is
proposed to deal with the fabrication constraints.

2.1 Simulation of Bragg reflectors using Abelès formulation

Numerical simulation of distributed Bragg grating structures is presented in this section.
The objective here is to compare the mode dynamics between conventional DFB struc-
tures, based on either gain or index coupling mechanisms, and complex-coupled DFB
lasers. The specific case of a quarter period gratings phase shift is of great interest, as it
represents the requirement to be fulfilled to satisfy the condition of PT-symmetry.

We detail in the appendix a matrix method that will provides reflection and transmission
coefficient of a Bragg grating periodic structure, through the simulation of plane wave
propagation inside a stack of layers of different index using Abelès matrix formalism. The
hypotheses of a plane wave formalism represents an important simplification, balanced
with the computation of effective indices under a modal method. The association of a
plane wave model with a modal method of effective indices computation is an efficient
way to simulate the effects of real and imaginary index modulation (classical in integrated
optics). In addition to its efficiency, the simplicity of the Abelès matrix formalism is here
of great interest, because its transparent and explicit form ensures quick and robust vali-
dation.

2.2 Modal behavior inside DFB laser structures

The mode selectivity in semiconductor lasers is an intricate mechanism: unlike other
types of lasers, the emission spectrum is not determined by spectral intensity clamping,
but by mode competition inside the cavity.
In the previous chapter, we presented the model of a DFB laser structure in which both
real and imaginary parts of the index can be modulated. Using Abelès transfer matri-
ces formalism, we chose to express the reflectivity and transmissivity coefficients of such
structures. Within the framework of this study we observe that a set of parameters related
to the laser geometry has a great impact on the response of our structure. We particularly
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study the spectral response of the DFB lasers depending on the gratings facet phase.

To this end, we simulate the response of DFB lasers of several kinds in the presence or
absence of facets by changing the outside index from ne f f to 1. These two cases will be
later referred as AR-coated and non AR-coated (or cleaved facet) lasers respectively, as the
absence of facets can be experimentally obtained by the addition of an Anti-Reflection
(AR) coating to the laser facet. To get a better insight we also present the effects of the
grating phase at the facet, It is indeed physically important because the substantial facet
reflectivity can add in-phase or out-of-phase with the grating’s own reflection, at extreme
cases.

The simulation results are presented under the form of a map displaying the reflected and
transmitted amplitudes of incident wave depending on the imaginary part of the index
(modeling an increasing amount of gain inside the cavity) and the wavelength. Results
for 1rst and 3rd order DFB lasers are presented, this choice being related to fabrication
constraints, and further exploited in the following chapter.

Fig. 2.1. Convention taken for phase of real (top) and imaginary (bottom) parts of the index

Here we note nRE and nIM the real and imaginary parts of the index respectively, nR0, nI0,
∆nR and∆nI are the mean values of the real and imaginary parts of the index and their re-
spective modulation amplitudes. On top of that, we must set a reference when discussing
the laser facet, to fix the origin from which the facet phase is expressed. This convention
is presented in figure 2.1. The reference situates the region of high index between (real or
imaginary) phases 0 and π.
To start with a rather simplified model, our structure will first feature an integer number
of Bragg periods.

2.2.1 Case of a conventional 3rd order index-coupled DFB laser

Figure 2.2 shows the reflected (a) and transmitted (b) wave amplitude of a conventional
AR-coated 3rd order index-coupled DFB laser depending on the magnitude of nIM (ex-
pressing the gain inside the laser cavity), through a 10nm spectral range, centered on
1.550µm.
In this ideal case, two modes with equal threshold gain are first amplified with the in-
crease of gain (Figure 2.2 (c) and (d)). The stop-band between them is related to the the
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(a) (b)

(c) Reflection spectrum at
nIO=5.10−4 (gain of 177 dB/cm)

(d) Reflection spectrum at
nIO=5.10−4 (gain of 177 dB/cm)

Fig. 2.2. Transmission (a) and Reflection (b) maps and sections at threshold ((c) and (d)) of a travel-
ing wave inside an AR-coated 3rd order index-coupled DFB laser

coupling coefficient magnitude. Despite the lack of internal feedback due to AR-coating,
the lasing mode amplification appears at relatively low gain level, around 177dB/cm, as
no additional losses are introduced by the purely index-coupled grating.

(a) (b)

Fig. 2.3. Transmission (a) and Reflection (b) maps of a traveling wave inside a facet free 3rd order
index-coupled DFB laser, containing a π/2 phase shift section

The mode selection in an IC DFB laser can simply be achieved by cleaving of laser, in this
case the grating phase at the facets will discriminate one of the two main modes over the
other, as can be seen in figure 2.4. As well known, this process is better controlled by in-
troducing a 1/4 phase shift section inside the laser cavity. This solution, preferred in the
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industry for its repeatability, is presented figure 2.3.

(a) Facet phase: 0 (b) Facet phase: π/2 (c) Facet phase: 3π/2

(d) Cut view at nIO=1,47.10−4

(gain of 52 dB/cm)
(e) Cut view at nIO=1,15.10−4

(gain of 40.7 dB/cm)
(f) Cut view at nIO=1,115.10−4

(gain of 39.5 dB/cm)

Fig. 2.4. Reflection maps and associated sections at threshold of a traveling wave inside a non AR-
coated 3rd order index-coupled DFB laser with different facet phase

In the case of a non AR-coated index-coupled DFB laser, the spectrum of the Fabry-Perot
resonances inside the cavity become visible, through the presence of cavity modes for
gain values of around nIm=1,6.10−4 (gain of 56.64dB/cm). Whereas the amplitude map
was previously quite continuous, we here observe the emergence of local maxima, all
gathered around this central gain value. These local extrema correspond to the poles of
the transfer matrix. When the gain reaches one of the poles, the mode is amplified and
stimulated emission takes place.
If this type of map does not inform about the mode dynamics after stimulated emission
is reached, as the model becomes non-linear, the first mode to reach stimulated emission
and its associate threshold gain are however trustworthy information. Furthermore, the
distance of the first rising poles to the Fabry-Perot resonances ones gives us an important
indication on the emergence of this mode and its modal discrimination margin, ∆gth .

Concerning the amplitude of reflected and transmitted waves of the non AR-coated index-
coupled DFB laser, the couple of modes emerging makes it quite similar to the AR-coated
case, but is distinguishable by the presence of Fabry-Perot (FP) resonance. As the thresh-
old gain margin is very low, the single mode operation will not be very much resistant. At
some point the emission will become multimode as the modes of the FP cavity emerge,
and the monomodality of the laser will be lost.
It is however interesting to note that the global amount of gain required to reach stimu-
lated emission is decreased from the AR-coated case (gain of 40dB/cm to 52dB/cm), with
the associated imaginary part of the index divided by a factor of 2. This observation is
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true for any kind of grating assisted lasers, as the presence of facet reflections increase the
internal feedback of the laser cavity.

In the following sections, the effect of the facet phase and cavity configuration on the evo-
lution of the modes inside the laser cavity is discussed. The gain threshold of the cavity
modes, and the threshold gain difference between the first and the second (or lower) ris-
ing poles of the gain/spectrum map are considered. These two indicators will be used as
function of merit and are presented in figure 2.5. The extraction of the poles characteris-
tics was performed with a local maximum search algorithm.

Fig. 2.5. Presentation of the gain threshold (gth) and gain threshold margin (∆gth).

2.2.2 Effect of facet phase on IC DFB lasers emission characteristics

The mode evolution inside first order non AR-coated IC DFB laser cavity with varying facet
phase is here investigated. The cases of lasers with an integer number N, N+0.25, N+0.5
and N+0.75 of periods was studied. For each of these four cases, the index grating phase
at the entry facet took values of 0, π/4, π/2, 3π/4, π, 5π/4, 3π/2 and 7π/4. The threshold
values of the first rising pole (threshold gain) and the distance of this pole to the second
rising pole (threshold gain margin) in each configuration are presented in figure 2.6.

Beside the symmetry and periodicity of these graphics, which can be explained by the
redundancy of the grating geometry in the case N»1, we can here get a better insight of
the mode selection mechanism inside the IC DFB laser cavity. The plot on left hand side
of figure 2.6, shows that the configuration of N+0.5 number of period is the worst in terms
of lasing threshold gth . The graphic on the right hand side of figure 2.6 shows that in
this configuration, the emission is even systematically multimode, revealed by the gain
threshold distance to the second pole,∆gth , null. This spectral behavior can be explained
by the high threshold gain of the first rising pole, around 52 dB/cm which is comparable
to the gain of the Fabry-Perot modes, at 55,6 dB/cm. The lowest pole (first rising pole) will
be closer to the Fabry-Perot cavity poles, thus decreasing the threshold gain margin. It is
thus a case of destrictive interference between facet and grating feedback.
Equivalent results were obtained for grating made of N periods at facet phases of 0 and π.
Under this configuration, the threshold value is maximal, and the laser is multimode. For
this cavity length, the remaining facet phases however give low threshold and gain differ-
ence to second mode. The best monomode yield is obtained for cavity length of N+0.25
and N+0.75 periods. For these lasers, the evolution of gth and ∆gth are symmetrical with
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Fig. 2.6. Evolution of the threshold gain margin (left) and threshold gain (right) for first order IC
DFB lasers with N, N+0.25, N+0.5, N+0.75 number of periods versus entry facet phase.

regards to the π phase. For these cavity lengths, the monomodality is always achieved and
threshold gain equivalent to the case of N number of periods is achieved.

Similar observations were made on the simulations of third order non AR-coated IC DFB
lasers. Figure 2.7 presents the threshold gain and threshold gain margin for a variation of
facet phase and 4 cavity lengths. The evolution is similar to the case of first order index-
coupling, with however a significant difference in threshold gain and threshold gain mar-
gin values. Notably, the third order IC DFB laser presents a higher threshold gain and
lower threshold gain margin, leading to a potential shorter monomode current range and
lower Side Mode Suppressing Ratio (SMSR) value.

Fig. 2.7. Evolution of the threshold gain margin (left) and threshold gain (right) for third order IC
DFB lasers with N, N+0.25, N+0.5, N+0.75 number of periods versus entry facet phase.

2.2.3 Case of a conventional gain-coupled DFB laser

Figure 2.8 shows the simulation results obtained for the case of a first order gain coupled
DFB-laser with cleaved facet and ∆nI=1.10−4 real part of the index variation. As observed
previously, F-P cavity modes are added to the mode satisfying the Bragg condition. It is
worth noting that unlike the index-coupled DFB laser, a single mode is here rising inside
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(a) (b)

Fig. 2.8. amplification of the modes inside the laser cavity (a) and position of the poles (b) for a non
AR-coated 1st order GC DFB laser

the cavity. The threhold gain margin is also improved. π/2 and 3π/2 correspond to the
same grating in which the light would be traveling in opposite directions.

Working at 3rd order naturally leads to a degradation of the laser’s spectral behavior and
internal feedback. The coupling between the wave and the grating is affected, resulting in
a decreased emission power. A comparison between first and third order GC DFB lasers
in terms of gain threshold and gain threshold difference is presented thereafter.

2.2.4 Effect of facet phase on GC DFB lasers emission characteristics

Similarly to the case of cleaved facets first and third order IC DFB lasers, the effect of facet
phase on threshold gain and threshold gain margin of GC DFB lasers was investigated.
Figure 2.9 shows the evolution of gth and ∆gth versus the entry facet phase and for first
order GC DFB lasers of varying length.

Fig. 2.9. Evolution of the threshold gain (left) and threshold gain margin (right) for first order GC
DFB lasers with N, N+0.25, N+0.5, N+0.75 number of periods versus entry facet phase.

By comparing results presented on figure 2.9 to the previous case of IC DFB lasers, we
observe that the threshold gain is here increased by a factor 4 because of the presence
of the loss grating. The threshold gain margin of first order GC DFB laser, however, is
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increased by a factor of 3 compared to its IC counterpart. This strongly suggest that such
laser will be monomode over a wider current range, with a potential higher SMSR value.
Furthermore, over the large range of cavity length and facet phase investigated, only 4
configurations show a threshold gain margin of 0, which proves that the monomodality
of this type of laser is almost systematic. These observations are in good agreement with
the studies made from a long time on the resistance of first order gain-coupled DFB lasers
on their remarkable monomode stability.

Fig. 2.10. Evolution of the threshold gain margin (left) and threshold gain (right) for third order GC
DFB lasers with N, N+0.25, N+0.5, N+0.75 number of periods versus entry facet phase.

The case of third order GC DFB laser is far less favorable. As can be seen on figure 2.10,
if the gain threshold values are conserved with regards to first order GC DFB lasers, the
gain threshold margin is however largely decreased. The overall value of threshold margin
value is here 3 times lower, and the number of multimode configurations is 17, almost 5
times larger than the at first order. However, third order GC DFB laser is found to have
a higher threshold margin than its IC DFB laser equivalent (above-10 dB/cm−1 range vs.
below-10 dB/cm−1 range).
It must be mentioned here that diffraction induced losses being not taken into account
in our plane wave model, the gain threshold value should be higher than predicted here,
even if this effect is not expected to have a strong dependence on facet.

2.2.5 Case of complex-coupled DFB laser

In this section we apply the same strategy to the analysis of the mode evolution inside
the cavity of CC DFB lasers with cleaved facets. The investigation is this time trickier,
as the relative phase between index and gain gratings also impact the modal behavior
of these types of lasers. The relevant information here being the potential performances
of our lasers and their tolerances to random cleaving locations, we hence represent the
gain threshold and gain threshold difference depending on the relative phase between
the index and gain gratings.
Though figure 2.11 presents a high density of information, the overall tendencies can be
analyzed. The minimum threshold gain reachable by any grating phase configuration,
100 dB/cm, is slightly lower than for the most favorable facet cleaving case of third order
GC DFB lasers, with over 110dB/cm. The maximum reachable threshold gain margin,
is also slightly increased. If the best performances are obtained for specific facet phase
of gratings in or out of phase, the homogeneity over the facet phase variation is highest
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Fig. 2.11. Evolution of the threshold gain margin (left) and threshold gain (right) for third order
CC DFB lasers with N, N+0.25, N+0.5, N+0.75 number of periods and at different facet phase versus
gratings relative phase.

for gratings relative phase of π/2 and 3π/2. It is hence plausible that respecting the PT
symmetric condition (with corresponding phases of π/2 and 3π/2) does not increase the
reachable laser characteristics, but rather reduces the performances variation versus the
facets locations.

To compare the laser characteristics between IC, GC and CC DFB laser together with their
immunity to facet phase, the results presented were compiled in a characteristic map.
This map is formed by the threshold gain and threshold gain margin (see figure 2.12).
Each item, located with (gth ,∆gth), represent the performances obtained from the simu-
lation of a given geometry, defined by the entry facet phase and cavity length (between N,
N+0.25, N+0.5, N+0.75).

Fig. 2.12. Characteristic map of IC, GC (right) and dephased CC (left) DFB lasers. Each item present
on the map represent a specific facet phase and cavity configuration (N, N+0.25, N+0.5 and N+0.75
cavity length).

Figure 2.12 is a comparison of the IC, GC and dephased CC DFB lasers in terms of emis-
sion characteristics. The advantages of IC and GC technologies are to attain respectively
low threshold gain and large threshold difference, but these assets are not compatible
within a combination of both of the gratings. On the other hand, the performances of de-
phased CC DFB lasers remains in the vicinity of what is obtained by GC DFB lasers. How-
ever, the slight improvement that can be seen here has to be put into perspective as the
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indices modulation magnitudes are here respectively of ∆nRE=2.10−3 and ∆nIM=4.10−4.
Indeed, despite the order of magnitude difference between the index modulation com-
ponents, the simulation results show stronger similitude between CC and GC DFB lasers
emission characteristics. We could hence imagine that an even weaker imaginary index
modulation, would lead to the improvement of CC DFB lasers performances, toward what
was obtained with IC DFB lasers.

2.2.6 Asymmetric response of DFB lasers and effects of facet reflections

Fig. 2.13. Characteristic map of AR-coated first order IC (top) and GC (bottom) DFB lasers in both
directions of propagation (left, right).

We investigate here the potential asymmetry observed in the mode evolution inside DFB
laser cavities. Figure 2.13 presents the amplification map in reflection for AR-coated first
order IC (top) and GC (bottom) DFB lasers in both directions of propagation. The gain
threshold and gain threshold margin values have already been discussed for such DFB
laser cavities with cleaved facets. In both cases, the amplified reflection spectrum is sim-
ilar in propagation direction 1 (left) and 2 (right), in agreement with the underlying laser
grating symmetry.
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Fig. 2.14. Characteristic map of AR-coated first order CC DFB laser respecting the PT symmetric
condition, in both directions of propagation (left, right).

The case of PT symmetry, known for its intriguing behavior (see chapter 1) is presented in
Figure 2.14. We here consider the grating to operated at first order, without facet reflec-
tions and the relative gratings phase is π/2 in order to respect the PT symmetry condition.
The asymmetry of the amplified reflection spectrum is here striking, as in one direction
of propagation the light will be amplified in the vicinity of the Bragg wavelength, and at-
tenuated along the full spectrum in the other direction of propagation.
Furthermore, by shifting the gratings away from this specific condition of PT symme-
try, the asymmetry in reflection amplification remains. As shows Figure 2.15, as soon
as both gratings are not in phase (phase 0) or out of phase (phase π) i.e when the index
and gain/loss profile is not symmetric, the amplification reflection map shows differences
depending on the propagation direction. Precisely, one direction will be affected by a
stronger attenuation (or in presence of gain, a weaker amplification) than the other.

Fig. 2.15. Characteristic map of AR-coated first order CC DFB laser with gratings phase shift of 3π/4,
in both directions of propagation (left, right).

In our approach to apply PT symmetry to practical devices, the case of facet reflection
must be dealt with. Indeed, the sole grating feedback of our DFB lasers is not sufficient
to reach laser operation and additional reflectors are required. We are hence interested
in studying the potential asymmetry of the reflected spectrum of cavities in presence of
facet reflections.
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Fig. 2.16. Characteristic map of non AR-coated first order IC (top), GC (middle) and PTS CC (bottom)
DFB lasers, in both directions of propagation (left, right).

Figure 2.16 presents the map of the amplified reflection spectrum of IC (top), GC (middel)
and CC (bottom) DFB lasers with cleaved facets. The CC DFB laser respect the PT sym-
metry, with a relative phase shift of π/2 between gratings. As mentioned in the previous
sections, the spectrum is here influenced by the Fabry-Perot resonance. The modulation
of the real and imaginary parts of the index in the case of CC DFB lasers are similar to the
IC and GC and of equal amplitudes, with ∆nRE,IM=2.10−3.
This figure describe well enough the observations we made during our investigations on
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the effects of facet phase on the amplification spectrum of the different laser cavities. In-
deed, if the reflection map of the PT symmetric grating (figure 2.16 bottom) is different
from one propagation direction to the other, the facet reflections influence the symmetry
of the amplification for conventional IC and GC DFB laser cavities as well. Specifically
we observed that the amplification spectrum is asymmetric as soon as the coupling (i.e.
index or gain/loss) profile is also asymmetric. These observations are valid for first and
third order.

In the light of these simulations, it appears that the unidirectional amplification in re-
flection of CC DFB lasers with facet reflections should not be mistaken for PT symmetric
induced effect originating from the combination of index and gain grating.

2.2.7 Conclusion and objectives of this work

In this first part, we simulated the evolution of modes inside IC, GC and CC DFB laser cav-
ities, using Abelès matrix formalism. The performances of first and third order conven-
tional IC and GC DFB lasers with variation of facet phase was investigated, and the thresh-
old gain g−th and threshold gain margin ∆gth were monitored. The advantages of low
threshold gain and high threshold gain margin were exposed for respectively IC and GC
DFB lasers, with the specific example of index variation of∆nRE=2.10−3 and∆nIM=4.10−4.
The advantages of combining both coupling mechanisms, was studied with the case of
CC DFB lasers. It was found that the threshold gain of CC DFB lasers is slightly improved
with regards to their GC counterparts, though remaining well above IC DFB lasers per-
formances. This proves that the metallic contribution should be decreased to reach opti-
mum threshold gain performances.

We emphasized that complex coupling DFB lasers could present exotic behavior by the
expression of Parity-Time symmetry. In such grating, the real and imaginary parts are
shifted from a quarter of their period, satisfying the PTS condition n(x)=n*(-x). By enter-
ing the regime of broken PT symmetry, non-reciprocal propagation of an incident light
can be observed: its reflection being amplified in one direction and attenuated in the op-
posite. Furthermore, we observed that weaker asymmetric amplification of reflection was
possible in the case of CC DFB lasers, as soon as metallic and index gratings are neither in
nor out of phase. In practice, asymmetric amplification profile can be found in reflection
for conventional IC or GC DFB lasers in presence of facet reflection. This phenomenon,
originating from the asymmetry of the index or gain/loss profile brought by the face re-
flections, should not be mistaken with the PTS unidirectional amplification in reflection.
If Parity-Time symmetry can be used through the coupling of contra-propagative waves,
which will be the case of the experimental work of this thesis, co-propagative coupling is
a fertile playground for PT symmetry, as it can be used to implement an optical switch.
From these two building blocks, a wide variety of optical functions can be created such as
buffer memories, re-configurable spatial multiplexers or single mode amplifier to name
but a few.
The example of the PTS optical switch is discussed in the second part of this chapter.
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2.3 Design of a Parity-Time Symmetric coupler

A pair of coupled waveguides with gain and loss represents the simplest configuration
of PT-symmetric optical system (PTSS), which was extensively studied in view of optical
signals manipulation [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10] or of terahertz devices [11, 12]. For such
system, light is introduced in a waveguide carrying gain which through its propagation
evanescently couples into a waveguide carrying losses. By tuning the amount of gain in
the system, the coupling length is changed, changing the output state or the coupler, en-
abling switching operation. Such abrupt variation in the coupler output is here made
possible by the presence of Exceptional Point (EP), and the adjustment of the system pa-
rameters around it.

Several studies focused their attention on the singular properties of PT-symmetric optical
system (PTSS) related to the abrupt evolution of propagation constants β+iβ” in the vicin-
ity of the EP singularity [4, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10]. Experimentally however, achieving operation
right at the EP is far from being trivial. The main factors causing the smearing of EP spec-
tral singularity are the imbalance in propagation constants of coupled waveguides [9, 10]
and/or a complex-valued coupling coefficient [8, 9]. To circumvent these issues, the so-
lution proposed to recover the spectral singularity at the EP is to consider a design with
vertically stacked waveguides having different core thickness [9]. The phase matching
condition between non-identical waveguides is obtained by using for the core a disper-
sive material of very high gain ('1500 cm−1).
Our work on this topic was to propose a more affordable solution in terms of gain (loss)
level. For 1-mm length-scale device, the required gain (loss) level of our design does not
exceed ≈50 cm−1 (i.e. approxiamately 200 dB/cm). Furthermore, this design not only
ensures a robust recovery of the EP singularity, but it is also perfectly suited for binary
switching operation below EP [13, 14]. In addition it does not impair the use of birefrin-
gence compensation technique for achieving polarization-independent operation [15].

2.3.1 Impact of the detuning due to fabrication constrains

To present our approach, we start with the simplest model of two coupled waveguides,
one with gain and the other with balanced losses. We consider two scalar fields a1 and a2

propagating in these waveguides and described by the system:

j
d a1

d z
= (β1 + iγ)a1 +κa2; j

d a2

d z
= κa1 + (β2 − iγ)a2 (2.1)

Where κ=κ’+iκ" is the complex coupling coefficient while γ is the z-invariant gain-loss
coefficient. As a first approximation, we consider that the coupling coefficient is real (i.e
κ”=0). The eigenvalues of propagation constants in the system are:

σ= β1 +β2

2
±

√
κ′2 +δ2 −γ2 +2iδγ (2.2)

Here the convenient variable δ=(β1+β2)/2 is the half-detuning of the waveguides propa-
gation constants. As evident from equation 2.2 the presence of an imaginary term in the
square-root of the expression leads to the emergence of complex eigenvalues, and further
results in the smearing of the EP singularity. The ratio | δ+κ" |/κ may serve as a measure
of deviation from the ideal case i.e., the EP singularity. To evaluate the impact of the de-
tuning δ, the deviation of waveguides propagation constants, whose limits are dictated by
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technological imperfections, we assume for the moment that κ”= 0. Expressing a mean-
ingful condition of a "small" detuning around EP singularity then involves the coupling
length Lc =π/2κ as follows:

δ

κ
= Lc

λ
(n2 −n1) ¿ 1 (2.3)

Where n j is the waveguide j effective index. For 1-mm scale coupling length typical for
integrated optics and 1-µm scale wavelength, the detuning is negligible when the effective
index difference ∆n = (n1-n2) obeys ∆n¿10−3.

Fig. 2.17. System of PT-symmetric waveguides with different values of detuning (∆n=0, black lines;
∆n=10−5, green lines;∆n=10−4, blue lines;∆n=10−3, red lines). (a) Real parts (solid lines) and Imag-
inary parts (dotted lines) of the two normalized eigenvalues β1 and β2 ; (b) Real parts (solid lines)
and Imaginary parts (dotted lines) of the eigenvalues derivative dσ/dγ.

The detrimental impact of the waveguides effective index difference ∆n on the EP singu-
larity is illustrated in figure 2.17 (a). As can be seen, when ∆n = 10−3, the evolution of
coupled waveguides eigenvalues as a function of γ widely differs from evolution in the
ideal case ∆n = 0. For ∆n = 10−4 some resemblance of eigenvalues curves with respect to
the ideal case is retrieved, though large deviations subsist even far from the EP. When∆n =
10−5 a global behavior approaching to that of an ideal case is recovered, except in the near
vicinity of EP (as can be seen on the inset in figure 2.17 (a)). One important parameter that
motivated the quest for operating at the EP is the steep variation of eigenvalues (dσ/dγ)
in its near vicinity. In the presence of finite detuning δ, the maxima for real and imaginary
components of dσ/dγ are achieved at the inflection points of corresponding branches,
Re(σ) and Im(σ). In contrast to the ideal case when δ = 0, the maxima of d[Re(σ)]/dγ and
d[Im(σ)]/dγ on the abscissa axis γ split and go below and above the EP, respectively. Fur-
thermore, a direct but tedious calculation shows that maxima are equidistant (albeit to
first order only) from the exact EP (γ/κ = 1):

γRe

κ
=

√
1+ 4

3

δ2

κ2
− 1p

3

| δ |
κ

;
γIm

κ
=

√
1+ 4

3

δ2

κ2
+ 1p

3

| δ |
κ

(2.4)

It is worth noting that despite it is a linear approximation when δ/κ¿ 1, the derivatives
dRe(σ)/dγ and dIm(σ)/dγ are tending toward the same limit:

lim
δ→0

∂Re(σ)

∂γ
= lim
δ→0

∂Im(σ)

∂γ
≈

(
27

16

)−4 √
κ

| δ | (2.5)

As follows from equation 2.5 the steepness of eigenvalues derivatives dσ/dγ in the near
vicinity of EP grows only as γ−1/2. It means that in order to increase by an order of mag-
nitude dσ/dγ from the modest value of 10 observed for ∆n=10−5 up to a more palatable
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102 target, the index detuning should be reduced by two orders of magnitude, down to
∆n=10−7, which is all but attainable with any foreseeable technologies.

Fig. 2.18. Effective index as function of waveguide width w. Inset: Sketch of an AlGaAs/InGasAs rib
waveguide with BCB overclad (values of refractive indices are indicated for λ=1.55µm).

To illustrate this we consider a typical design of III-V semiconductor waveguide with BCB
overclad represented in figure 2.18 (a). The numerically calculated dependence of TE po-
larization effective index as a function of waveguide width w is displayed in figure 2.18
(b). As can be seen for w≈2µm, corresponding to the single mode operation, a varia-
tion of waveguide width by 100nm leads to a change in effective index ∆n=10−3. Thus, to
achieve ∆n=10−5, the width of the two coupler waveguides should be identical within an
accuracy of 1nm. And to achieve a detuning of ∆n=10−7, a sub-atomic precision level is
required. Consequently, the capability to control detuning through waveguides geometry
and material parameters is definitely quite elusive.

Similar findings holds when considering switching operation in the PT-symmetric phase
below EP [13]. Traditionally, such “2×2” four-port devices operate either in the so-called
bar state or in the cross state [16]. To tackle the switch we consider the evolution of the
input "binary" state |↑〉=(e−iΦ,0)T, T standing for the transpose and ket and bra vectors
being used for (a1, a2)T. We want the output of the device z=L (L being the length of
the device) to be either |↑〉, also called bar state T11, or |↓〉=(0, eiΦ)T, called cross state
T12. For the considered coupler of length L=2.1Lc with constant coupling and gain-loss
profile, the lowest binary state is bar. It is achieved when γ≈0.3κ. The second binary state
corresponding to the switching operation from bar to cross is achieved at γ≈ 0.7κ.

The transfer matrix of the gain-loss waveguides system of such directional coupler is [16]:

M(z) =
(

cos(Ωz)− jδ
Ω sin(Ωz) jκ

Ω sin(Ωz)
jκ
Ω sin(Ωz) cos(Ωz)+ jδ

Ω sin(Ωz)

)
(2.6)

With:

Ω=
√
δ2 +κ2 (2.7)

It is then possible to calculate the transmitted light intensity Ti j at the output of the j-th
waveguide for light injected through the i-th waveguide for z=L:

Ti j = |Mi j |2 (2.8)
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Fig. 2.19. Switching operation of conventional PT-symmetric coupler of length L=2.1Lc for different
values of detuning. (a) ∆n=10−6; (b) ∆n=10−5; (c) ∆n=10−4.

The detrimental effect of effective index detuning appears in figure 2.19. Almost perfect
switching operation with very low level of zero (<-40dB) is observed when ∆n=10−6 as
can be seen in figure 2.19 (a). As figure 2.19(b) shows, when ∆n=10−5 the switching is
still acceptable with the level zero≈-20dB. But further increase of detuning up to∆n=10−4

totally compromises the switching operation (see figure 2.19 (c)).

Similar behavior for the switching operation and EP singularity is observed when the im-
pact of complex part of the coupling coefficient κ=κ′+iκ" instead of detuning is consid-
ered. The measure of smallness in this case is given by the κ"/κ ratio.
It should be noted that as follows from equation 2.2 the negative impact of κ" can be
compensated by a judicious introduction of detuning δ and vice versa. The associated
analysis was performed in [8] and [9]. The issue is that for a fixed detuning δ the impact
of κ" can be corrected only for a single gain point on the eigenvalues dispersion diagram
σ(γ), when meeting the condition:

δγ+κ′κ" = 0 (2.9)

2.3.2 Grating assisted directional coupler

An alternative solution, consists in compensating detuning by using complex valued cou-
pling coefficient [9]. This provides some freedom to tune the operation point on the σ(γ)
diagram, but, as said, requires huge gain levels. Hence, this solution is not satisfactory
either. In the following section, we will consider the coupling coefficient as real.
As follows from equation 2.9 the situation can be remediated if it is possible to modulate
the detuning as function of some parameter. The wavelength becomes such a parame-
ter in two interesting cases. First, an asymmetric directional coupler design [17] naturally
makes dispersion curves coincide at some wavelength λ0 ensuring thus the phase match-
ing condition β1(λ0) = β2(λ0). In a linear expansion β j (λ) = β j (λ0)+ (λ−λ0)dβ j /dλ the
detuning δ can be expressed as:
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δ= (λ−λ0)
d(β1 −β2)

dλ
(2.10)

This does offer practical tenability since the typical value of d(n1-n2)/dλ for III-V semi-
conductor waveguides is ≈0.01µm−1, meaning that a ∆λ=10pm step, common for laser
diode control, readily attains a detuning ∆n<10−7 . Indeed, this is even too fine a tuning.

Fig. 2.20. Switching operation of grating assisted PT-symmetric coupler of length L= 2Lc for different
values of detuning. (a) ∆n=10−5;(b)∆n=10−4;(c)∆n=10−3

The second case, more convenient to hit an adapted detuning (say ∆n≈10−6) is to use
long period grating assisted directional couplers (GADC), as presented in figure 2.20 (a),
providing greater degree of freedom for the choice of materials and design of the waveg-
uides. The gain waveguide is turned into a long period sinusoidal grating, and the phase
matching condition in this case becomes:

β1(λ0)−β2(λ0) = 2π/Λ⇔ λ0 =Λ · [n1(λ0)−n2(λ0)] (2.11)

Where Λ is the grating period, typically on the order of few tens of microns. Furthermore,
the birefringence compensation technique originally proposed in [15] and experimentally
demonstrated in [18, 19] allows achieving polarization independent operation.

To this end a condition of identical TE and TM birefringence should be met through ap-
propriate guide design (material composition and geometry):

nTE
1 −nTM

1 = nTE
2 −nTM

2 (2.12)

To examine the switching behaviour of grating assisted PT- symmetric coupler we con-
sider the example of device with length L=2.0Lc =2mm, n1=3.3, n2=3.25, Λ=30µm. Ac-
cording to equation 2.10 the phase matching condition is met at λ0=1.5µm. For the given
coupler length the bar state |↑〉 occurs for γ=0 and the cross state |↓〉 is achieved when
γ ≈0.677 corresponding to amplification level of 18.5 dB [13]. The impact of introducing
additional detuning ∆n between waveguides is illustrated in figures 2.20 (b) to (d). As can
be observed, perfect switching operation is now successfully observed even for∆n = 10-3,
though at the expense of a ≈30nm shift of the phase-matching wavelength, as can be seen
in figure 2.20 (d). The phase matching wavelength is red-shifted if ∆n >0 and blue-shifted
if ∆n <0. The shift scales linearly with ∆n and is thus down to ∆λ0 ≈1nm for a feasible
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target ∆n≈3.3 10−5. Such shifts from the nominal value can be commonly compensated
using for instance a thermal tuning mechanism [19]. Note also that the amplification (at-
tenuation) γ required for switching can be reduced down to only 13.6dB level by consid-
ering an appropriate square longitudinal modulation of the gain-loss profile as detailed
in a recent optimization study [14].

2.4 Conclusion on the design of PTS GADC

In summary, the impact of effective index detuning in a system of PT-symmetric coupled
waveguides is considered. It is shown that for a 2-mm-long coupler, the achievement of
EP singularity as well as switching operation in PT-symmetric phase requires a detuning
typically lower than ∆n≈10−5. Achieving a detuning below this limit seems elusive be-
cause of tight constraints imposed on fabrication technology. To circumvent these issues
a long-period grating-assisted PT-symmetric coupler design was considered and shown
to perform well at the expense of a manageable wavelength shift. The proposed solution
advantageously restores robust binary switching operation and exceptional point singu-
larity. In addition such design is compatible with birefringence compensation techniques
providing polarization-independent operation as well as with gain-loss or coupling lon-
gitudinal profile tailoring allowing reduction of amplification (attenuation) level with re-
spect to the conventional uniform PT-symmetric coupler design.
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This chapter is dedicated to the implementation of the Parity-Time symmetric (PTS) grat-
ing, and the key aspects that had to be dealt while its design and fabrication. The phi-
losophy of this work was to use tools and processes used by opto-electronic components
manufacturer to realize PTS DFB lasers, and to compare them to existing technological
solutions available on the market.

3.1 Design of PTS DFB laser

3.1.1 Technical Choices

In this section, I talk about the choices made prior to the fabrication, and their link with
the lasers technical specifications that we anticipated. As our motivation here is to fab-
ricate a practical device, the objective is to make use of market technologies and their
associated manufacturing process. Technical choices and design were driven by the idea
that our lasers should correspond to the technological standards available in the industry,
and be compatible with existing platforms.

The ingame of the design of a Parity-Time Symmetric (PTS DFB) structure is to be able to
create strong modulation in the real and imaginary part of the index simultaneously. To
do that, different strategies have been reported. Some of them use grating bearing on the
top of the guiding ridge or ring [1], coupled structures [2, 3] or use the induced variation
of real and imaginary part of index by a variation of guiding ridge width [4]. Our approach
however is based on the consideration that PTS grating can be made of the association
of a conventional index coupled and a conventional gain coupled Distributed FeedBack
(DFB) laser with specific phase relation. To construct PTS DFB laser we thus need to be
able to fabricate index and gain coupled DFB lasers, and integrate both gratings together.

A critical step in the realization of micro or nanometric opto-eletronic components lies in
the choice of material to fabricate them. Several options can be considered in the design
of a single-mode laser cavity using Bragg grating: from external to distributed feedback
reflectors, using edge or vertical emitting lasers and with a buried, vertical or lateral grat-
ing. The active structures, representing the amplification medium can be quantum well,
quantum dots or quantum dash from III-V semiconductor based compounds.

Fig. 3.1. Presentation of 2 DFB lasers architectures: Laterally coupled (upper left), Buried Ridge Struc-
ture (upper right)

The C2N has strong experience in the design of DFB lasers in the InP/InGaAsP and GaAs/
AlGaAs material systems, particularly in the fabrication of laterally coupled edge emitting
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ridge structures. This design is widespread in the realm of semiconductor lasers for opti-
cal networks even though the predominant DFB technology in use for long range telecom-
munication networks is the Buried Ridge Structures (BRS) lasers. As this type of laser re-
quires epitaxial re-growth, it is much more complicated to fabricate than lateral grating
structures. Furthermore, because of its design layout, the implementation of PTS grating
seems more complicated than for a DFB based on a lateral grating.

Whereas a two quantum well layers is among the least feedback resistant type of struc-
tures, our approach is here to enhance the effects of different laser cavities, and to demon-
strate the specificity of PTS structure over conventional DFB laser. To enhance the cou-
pling between the mode traveling inside the cavity and the lateral grating, we designed
the structure for the grating to be as close as possible to the active region, where the mode
is guided.

An interesting feature of the PTS DFB laser that we are here willing to prove is their great
resistance under external feedback. As the purpose of this work is to demonstrate effects
of PTS on semiconductor lasers, we didn’t opt for an epitaxial structure known for its good
resistance to external feedback, as can be quantum dots or multiple quantum well struc-
tures, but rather for a two quantum well structure. This way the confinement should be
low enough to enhance the effects of the lateral grating inside the laser cavity.

3.1.2 Simulation and Design

N° Layer Function Compound Thickness (nm) Doping

0 Buffer InP >1000 Si

1 SCH InGaAsP 1,17 200 nid

2 QW InGaAsP 6 nid

3 Barrier InGaAsP 1,17 20 nid

3 QW InGaAsP 6 nid

3 SCH InGaAsP 1,17 200 nid

4 Top InP 100 Be

5 SCH InGaAsP 1,17 35 Be

6 Cladding InP 1500 Be

7 Contact InGaAs 300 Be

Table 3.1. Epitaxial structure of the material used for fabrication, nid stands for "non intensional
doping"

The active structure used for this work is presented in table 3.1. It was grown by Gas
Source Molecular Beam Epitaxy (GSMBE), and is composed of two III-V quaternary com-
pound quantum wells, formed to present an optimal bandgap at 1.55µm. The two quan-
tum wells are surrounded by quaternary layers of different bandgap to ensure confine-
ment of the amplified mode, and a P-N junction is formed by n and p doping in InP
cladding. By etching the InP cladding covering the active region, the effective index of
the structure will be altered, forming a higher index region in which the wave will be
guided. As for many technological reasons the spectral gain of the material can slightly
change, three lasers of different Bragg wavelength were designed. This way we ensure to
have Bragg gratings in the spectral region of maximum gain. The chosen wavelength were
1.53µm, 1.55µm and 1.57µm. An additional wavelength was also added in order to get re-
sults in a spectral domain outside of the material bandgap, to measure transmission and
reflection of the grating.
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As stated in the previous section, the PTS DFB lasers can be seen as the combination
of a gain coupled DFB laser and an index coupled DFB laser, bringing respectively the
gain/loss modulation and the refractive index modulation. The second one can be brought
by a variation of the width of the guiding ridge, inducing a change in the effective index
seen by the mode through the propagation. The second modulation can be achieved by
an array of metal stripes lying on each sides of the ridge, absorbing part of the mode that
overlap with the conductive material. As mentioned in the previous chapter, the condi-
tion of PT-symmetry stipulates that index and gain/loss modulation must be shifted by
quarter of a period. This requires a stringent alignment between the fabrication steps,
which is fortunately feasible using electron beam lithography. For this reason, and be-
cause of the feature size of the gratings, the fabrication process is very challenging. As
both gratings need to be of the same period to satisfy PT symmetry, it s only necessary to
compute the Bragg grating period for one of the two gratings. For sake of simplicity, and
because the real part of effective index is sparsely impacted by the action of the metallic
grating, the index grating was designed first and the loss grating then added.

To evaluate the amplitude of effective index modulation, we simulated the structure using
Tempselene simulation software. A simplified model of plane wave was used here, while
still computing the effective indices through a modal methode. The simulations were
done for three grating amplitudes (A): 250nm, 500nm and 1µm. The average width of the
ridge was taken equal to 2µm to achieve single transversal mode, the width of the large
and narrow parts of the ridge were respectively: 1.750µm/2.250µm; 1.500µm/2.500µm
and 1µm/3µm. The input indices of the software were based on the work of Broberg et
al. on the measurement of InGaAsP layers in the transparent region [5], the results of the
simulation are represented in figure 3.2.

Wavelength Bragg period

1.53µm 708nm

1.55µm 720nm

1.57µm 731nm

1.62µm 757nm

Fig. 3.2. Simultation results of effective index variation

With this work we were able to put in relation the width variation of the ridge with the
associated index variation. The results obtained for the effective index associated to their
width variation of the ridge are presented in table 3.2. As the average width was kept at
2µm, the average effective indices turn to be approximately constant with the different
width variations. The effective index of a 2µm width waveguide built within our epitaxial
structure is 3.229. Once this average effective index known, we are able to compute the
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Bragg grating period, given by equation 1.1 of chapter 1. Results are presented in table
3.2.

A=250nm A=500nm A=1µm

λ=1.53µm 2.618·10−3 5.307·10−3 10.948·10−3

λ=1.55µm 2.830·10−3 5.737·10−3 11.819·10−3

λ=1.57µm 2.934·10−3 5.946·10−3 12.224·10−3

λ=1.62µm 3.200·10−3 6.478·10−3 13.240·10−3

Table 3.2. Simultation results of effective index variation

Because the trenches of the gratings are taking lateral space, 1µm amplitude grating would
put the metallic grating further away, and therefore bring the risk to have no overlap be-
tween the guided mode and the second grating, bringing the gain modulation. The am-
plitude of 500nm is here a better trade off between grating strength and favorable distance
from guided mode to metallic grating.
The precision of the Bragg wavelength computed here will be controlled experimentally
by the measure of the lasers spectra, and the coupling coefficient of both loss and index
gratings will be evaluated through with the associated photonic bandgap, measured in
transmission and reflection.

No further investigations are required to calculate the Bragg period of the gain grating.
Indeed, the PT-symmetric condition requires that index and gain modulations periods
must be equal, and phase shifted from a quarter of a period. The assumption was made
that the effective gain modulation would be perfectly in phase with the metallic grating,
and for this reason it was decided to take the same filling factor of 50% for its design.

3.1.3 Sample layout

One ambition of this work on Parity-Time Symmetry is to compare the performances of
existing technology on DFB lasers, either index coupled or gain coupled, and demon-
strate the assets of PTS for single frequency lasers. For this reason, the decision was taken
to fabricate on the same wafer the two sorts of DFB lasers and test them under the same
protocol. Index coupled DFB lasers were hence fabricated with the same index modula-
tion than the PTS DFB lasers, whose design was exposed previously. To get a full insight
of the influence of the grating amplitude, three different lasers were fabricated incorpo-
rating 250nm, 500nm and 1µm amplitude of index gratings. First and third order gain
coupled DFB lasers were also appended to the fabrication process.
Figure 3.3 shows the principle of the fabrication sample layout. Because of misalignment
issues that could occur between Electron Beam Lithography (EBL) steps during the fab-
rication process, and to be able to study the evolution of the lasers performances, it was
decided to fabricate 8 gratings having both index and gain/loss modulations (a.k.a double
gratings), with 8 different phase shifts. From this, the criticality of a deviation or misalign-
ment during process is reduced as the correct PTS phase shift of 1/4 phase can be recov-
ered. The double gratings DFB lasers thus have phase shift between 0 and 7π/8 with a
quarter phase shift increment. This also means that unidirectional behavior could be ide-
ally probed from either side, as the lasers are then symmetric. As stated previously, lasers
were designed at 4 wavelengths, i.e for each wavelength the whole set of conventional and
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Fig. 3.3. Layout of the one section of the frabicated sample

PTS DFB lasers were fabricated, grouped in sections of same operating wavelength on the
wafer. Broad-area and Fabry-Perot lasers was also fabricated to measure the electric and
emission characteristic of the processed structures.
The wafer size used for this work was 2 inches, but only a quarter of a wafer was used for
each fabrication run for saving reasons.

3.2 Fabrication of a PTS DFB laser

The fabrication of the PTS DFB lasers was performed in the clean room of C2N-Marcoussis
with the expert help of the technical staff. To be in agreement with our willing to apply PTS
symmetry to practical devices, the processing steps involved in the fabrication of the PTS
DFB lasers were taken as close as possible to the industry building blocks. The final pro-
cess flow includes several steps of Electron Beam Lithography (EBL), Reactive Ion Etch-
ing Capacitively Coupled Plasma(RIE CCP) and Inductively Coupled Plasma (ICP) etch-
ing and Physical Vapor Deposition (PVD) for metallic and dielectric deposition processes.
The process flow gathering the fabrication steps required for the realization of our PTS
DFB lasers is presented figure 3.4.
The fabrication process includes specific steps for the implementation of gain or index
coupled DFB lasers, which can be skipped for the realization of either gratings.
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Fig. 3.4. Flow-chart of the fabrication process of PTS DFB lasers
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3.2.1 Electron beam lithography

If UV optical lithography is a widely used fabrication process for micro-electronic and
opto-electronic components, particularly appreciated for its robustness and rapidity, this
technique is however unsuitable for the fabrication of our lasers. Indeed, the minimal
feature size of tens nanometers and the need for flexibility of masks layout make it a bad
candidate for our needs.

Fig. 3.5. Section of an electron-beam lithography machine

A common technique used for the fabrication of DFB lasers for optical networks is the
Electron-Beam Lithography (EBL). This direct writing technology has become a fabrica-
tion standard and is very much valued for its high precision and control, its flexibility and
the minimal feature size attainable. In EBL technique, an electron beam of several keV to
hundreds of keV is created and focused on a specific resist. The beam is shaped by the
action of electromagnetic lenses that accelerate and deflect electrons created by a Field
Effect Gun (FEG). Electrons are then focused on the resist coated sample, lying on a mov-
able stage.
Where the minimal printable size in optical lithography technique is limited by the wave-
length of UV photons exposing the lithography resist, EBL will not suffer from diffraction
as the electron wavelength is small enough, and will only be limited by the resist resolu-
tion. The electromagnetic lenses can deflect the beam within a distance of about 500µm.
While writing, the EBL machine will scan over one field and larger shifts will be achieved
by moving the stage. This direct writing ability makes the EBL technology very flexible and
useful for process development, we particularly took advantage of it for the development
of test samples for ICP etching.

As EBL is computer controlled, the mask is designed using a Computer Assisted Design
(CAD) software and processed from a dedicated software before being processed to satisfy
the machine input format. Though EBL is a very powerful technique for the advantages
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described earlier, the processing time is much more important than of optical lithogra-
phy technique, in which the exposure duration is of the order of tens of seconds. This
difference in processing time is significant because UV optical lithography is a fully pla-
nar parallel technology, while EBL is a sequential technology. As the processing time in
EBL depends on the resolution and design complexity, the grating exposure steps were
particularly long. However, by properly tuning the machine resolution, the processing
time can be significantly decreased, but requires that all feature sizes must be compatible
with the adapted resolution.

3.2.2 ICP etching development

One of the most critical step of our fabrication is the dry-etching processes. As discussed
in the previous section, the EBL technique enables the writing of structures of small size
with high precision. However, etching small sized structures down the wafer can be very
challenging depending on the material, pattern shape and etching depth. Wet etching
process can be used for laser ridge etching but is dependent of the crystal orientation.
Dry etching, however, can be tune to be either anisotropic or isotropic independently to
the crystal orientation and is widely used in the etching of gratings on InP substrates.

ICP etching mechanisms

Reactive Ion Etching (RIE) processes consist in transferring the layout of a mask to a sub-
strate by chemically removing the substrate through the mask open areas. The denomina-
tion of “dry etching” is due to the gazeous phase of the species involved, on the contrary to
wet etching where they are in liquid phase [6, 7, 8]. The etching mask is a film covering the
substrate, that prevents reactions of chemical species with the surface under cover. For
this reason the mask material should not be chemically etched by the by-products of the
plasma involved to etch the III-Vf semiconductor. The selectivity of an etching process is
defined by the ratio of the etching rate of the material by mask etching rate. The selectiv-
ity of the lithography resists being very low, a second mask (designated as "hard" mask) is
required to be able to transfer the pattern to the material, that can itself be etched using
RIE. Two technologies are used to initiate and maintain the plasma: the Capacity Cou-
pled Plasma technique (CCP) and Induced Coupled Plasma (ICP). Dry etching processes
are particularly used for the anisotropy of the etching mechanism. CCP and ICP etching
technologies were used to etch respectively the Si3N4 hard mask and InP semiconductor.

Fig. 3.6. Working principle of an RIE ICP etching reactor
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In ICP etching techniques, the energy of the RF generator is transmitted to the plasma by
induction through a dielectric plate. Electrons, ions and neutral species (atoms molecules
and free radicals) are consequently present inside the plasma. Radical species react with
the sample surface and form volatile compounds, evaporated subsequently from the sur-
face. Electrons temperature inside the plasma involved in RIE techniques reaching 5 to
20 eV, and is categorized as “Cold plasma”. Plasma density for CCP technique is between
109 and 1010 cm−3 and between 10 and 100 cm−3 for ICP reactors.

Role of chemical species

During the etching process, the sample uncovered surface is gradually removed by the ac-
tion of atoms, ions, molecules and free radicals. These species involved in plasma activity
have distinct role in the dry etching mechanism,.

Fig. 3.7. Action of different species during etching

Sputtering (or ion bombardment) is a purely physical mechanism, non selective, in which
the ionic species react inertly with the etched material. Because of its anisotropy, it
can be useful for the etching of holes or high form factor structures. Involved in any
RIE process with variable magnitudes, it has however restrictions: low etching rate,
low selectivity and result in low surface quality.

Chemical etching is the results of chemical reactions between radicals at the substrate
surface. In the vast majority of cases this mechanism is isotrope, with a rather high
etching rate. Species draining has tendency to highly limit the chemical reaction,
the etching pattern outline will thus impact chemical etching as it depends on the
width of the etched structures.

Ion enhance chemistry is both a physical and chemical process. Chemical etching is im-
proved by sputtering, as the flux of ions brings energy to the substrate surface, pro-
moting molecules and neutral radicals mobility, thus improving etching reactions.
Sputtering is furthermore necessary as it enhances the draining of species by its en-
ergetic contribution.

Passivation is due to the reaction between plasma species and the surface of the sub-
strate. These reactions will form compounds, resulting in a protecting layer on the
etching walls. This layer, sensitive to sputtering is however resistant to chemical
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etching, and thus have the interesting ability to improve the anisotropy of the etch-
ing process.

Because of the draining of the active species as well as the isotropic effects of the chemical
etching, the efficiency of the process will greatly depend on the design layout of the etched
structure. Etching the substrate with a low surface roughness, square etched floors and
high form factor is challenging.

ICP Parameters

The etching mechanisms described earlier can be tuned by changing the etching con-
ditions through the ICP reactor parameters. Plasma density and composition and the
action of chemical species will indeed be different depending on reactor pressure, ICP
power, bias voltage, temperature and species flow.

The reactor pressure is directly fixing the mean free path of the species. A higher pres-
sure will promote isotropic etching of the material. It can be worth noting that the
flow of species will affect the minimum reachable pressure, as the efficiency of re-
actor pumping will depend on the amount of gas inside the chamber.

The ICP power will fix the energy of the species, specially the electrons, thus influencing
the ionisation and dissociation rate. This impacts the density and radicals inside
the reactor, and their energy. If the pressure is too important though, the mean free
path is too short and the electrons energy is not sufficient to dissociate or excite.
Further more with high gas flow the ICP power has to be stronger: gases will require
more energy to be fully ionised.

Self-bias voltage . While the plasma is being nurtured by the ICP power, the species are
deflected to the surface of the substrate and react with it. The self-bias is naturally
created on the substrate to avoid plasma electron depletion.

The temperature is an important parameter as it will act as a cathalizer on the chemi-
cal reactions between etching gases and substrate. It allows the evaporation of by
products of the plasma surface reactions.

The species flow will determine the quantity and ratio of chemical species reacting with
the surface substrate.

It is reported [9] that high (>250°C) substrate temperature would foster chemical-surface
activation, improve InP desorption and reduce RIE lag, whereas ion bombardment will
be predominant for lower (190°C/230°C) substrate temperature. Few tests on our equip-
ment demonstrated that temperatures between 150°C and 200°C was enough for a correct
desorption of InP, and compatible with the etching we were willing to make.

3.2.3 Etching of InP corrugated grating

Because of the wide use of InP substrate in telecommunication photonic devices, the
etching of InP structures using ICP has been investigated for a long time. Investigations
about the etching of ridges [10, 11, 12], photonic crystals [13, 9, 12, 14, 15, 16, 17] or other
structures [12, 18] have been reported.
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The PTS DFB laser we are willing to fabricate is composed of a index grating of short pe-
riod, present in the form of corrugations, for which the dry etching process can be chal-
lenging. We are here facing three difficulties:

• the rectangular shape of the slots will bring non uniformity in the draining of species
and compounds -

• the high aspect ratio (around 1:7), can be tough to reach while keeping squared
etching floor at the bottom of the structure, to maximize the index contrast -

• the grating asymmetry is a very important impairment, as the isotropic etching
mechanisms will not have the same magnitude in the interior of the slots than in
the external area.

Because of these difficulties, it can be easier to etch the sample in two steps: one defining
the grating openings (holes) and one constructing the central ridge. Whereas dividing the
etching in two steps seems to be an easy way to ease the etching process, it requires to run
two EBL steps instead of one, increasing the risk of misalignment and thus of deformation
of the grating shape. Before settling for one or the other strategy, we decided to steer
the etching process development to both strategies by etching both rectangle holes and
corrugated patterns. The mask layout principle is presented figure 3.8.

Fig. 3.8. Mask layout principle of the etching test samples: association of holes and corrugations

Naturally, hole sizes and corrugation geometries corresponding to several design wave-
lengths and grating amplitudes were printed, to get the best insight of etching perfor-
mances of the tested process. It is worth noticing here that the etching of a linear array
of rectangle holes as is described in the two steps strategy is very similar to the etching of
a linear photonic crystal. For this reason the etching tests were inspired from results in
literature related to the etching of photonic crystals.

The etching of photonic crystals in InP substrate has long been of great interest for the
achievement of compact Photonic Integrated Circuits (PCIs). Achievements have been
reported in literature, particularly concerning the etching of micrometric photonic crys-
tals using Cl2 based ICP etching recipes. Chlorine is very often used in the etching of InP
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as it is a powerful reagent at low temperature. Under the action of a strong magnetic field,
the Cl2 double bond break, producing Cl+ ions. As Cl+ ions will lead to the isotropic dis-
sorption of InP, it is necessary to combine them with the action of sputtering, passivation
or both in order to avoid undercut and improve surface roughness of the bottom and the
sidewalls.

The investigations on an optimized recipe for the etching of our structure were first based
on the study of four gas compositions: Cl2:Ar - Cl2:H2:02 - Cl2:H2:02:He - HBr:O2:He. For
each composition, the temperature, RF power, bias voltage, internal pressure and species
flow was slightly changed, in order to study the evolution of etching mechanisms during
the process.

The addition of O2 to the chlorine plasma will improve the dissociation and creation of
Cl+ by cracking Cl2 [19, 13]. 02 plays a role of passivation promoter, that will protect the
sidewalls from etching. Chlorine radicals are thus consumed preferably at the bottom
surface instead of sidewalls, resulting in improved anisotropy [13] and etch rate. Increas-
ing the flux of dioxygen however leads to increase of passivation at the bottom, and as a
consequence to micromasking and decrease in etching rate.

H2 and Ar species will here improve the dissociation of Cl2, thus leading to an increased
presence of chlorine radicals. However, those two elements will have interesting effect of
removing etch products in the vertical direction as they take important part on the ion
bombardment, improving anisotropy. Helium is a neutral gases, and its addition to the
etching recipe is strictly in order to dilute the reactive elements, tune the reaction with
the substrate and enhance the surface quality of the etched structures. As a starting point,
gases ratio were decided on existing results and observations of the etching made on the
ICP reactor.

3.2.4 Development of the ICP etching process

The sample was stuck and thermally coupled to a 4 inched silicon wafer with thermal
paste, itself clamped inside the ICP reactor and thermally monitored. The reaction of sil-
icon with halogen gases can have positive influence on the plasma chemistry, and etch-
ing dynamics [20]. The hard mask was composed of Si3N4 deposited using PECVD, and
etched with CCP RIE process after lift off of chromium mask on PMMA (Polymethyl Metha-
crylate, EBL resist used here), previously exposed with EBL.

Cl2/Ar plasma

We started our work on ICP etching with the test of a Cl2:Ar recipe. To improve the evac-
uation of etched products and improve anisotropy, the parameters tested were the bias
voltage and pressure. Temperature was chosen in the high range of the reactor, with a low
pressure to avoid undercuts and improve surface roughness of the bottoms and sidewalls.
Results are presented in figure 3.9.
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Fig. 3.9. Pictures of holes etched with Cl2:Ar etching process. The width of the holes are 500nm (top)
and 1000nm (bottom).

Using this set of parameters, we noticed an effect of trenching, unveiled in the bottom
of the holes by the presence of a bowing shape. This effect comes from the charging of
the sidewalls that deflect the ions to both sides of holes. Consequently the sidewalls will
be slightly tilted and bottom will be bowed. Trenching could be slightly reduced using
a lower bias voltage and increasing the pressure. However an increase in pressure also
led to an increase in chemical etching rate of the sidewalls, increasing under etching and
isotropy.
From these observation, the decision was taken to introduce a passivation gas in order to
increase the amount of Cl2 while still being able to control the etching and its anisotropy.

In the following sections, the results presented were obtained by a single ICP etching step
process. Indeed, with the development of three and four gases processes, it was con-
sidered that the misalignment risks were to high with regards to the attainable profile
obtained from a single step process.

Cl2:H2:O2 plasma

A first step was to adjust the ratio of chlorine and oxygen, which will define the process
of chemical etching, impacting the anisotropy, etching rate and surface roughness. The
gas ratio between Cl2 and H2 was kept at 1:2, and the flow of oxygen started with 1 sccm.
By monitoring the machine throttle position, the pressure was taken as low as possible,
around 0,9 mTorr, enhancing the etching residuals draining. ICP power and bias voltage
were taken at 800W and -200V to fully ionize the plasma and obtain a high etching rate,
and thus improve anisotropy.
The first test, presented on figure 3.10, demonstrated a high etching rate of around 500
nm/min, important micromasking, slight under etch and poor surface roughness. In or-
der to correct the micromasking, it was decided to increase the temperature while keeping
other parameters constants.
If this second test improved the micromasking at the bottom of the holes, the isotropy
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Fig. 3.10. First etch test on Cl2:H2:O2 recipe. The periode of the structure on the left picture is 720nm,
the width of the holes on the right is approximately 220nm.

Fig. 3.11. Second etch test on Cl2:H2:O2 recipe. The periode of the structure on the left picture is
720nm, the width of the holes on the right is approximately 220nm.

of the process was raised (see figure 3.11). It seemed as the augmentation in tempera-
ture also boosted chemical reactions on the sidewalls, increasing the under etching of the
structures, degrading its surface roughness and geometric form. The micromasking was
thus reduced at the cost of surface quality though keeping a quite good anisotropy and
verticality. It then seemed important to reduce the efficiency of the chemical etching, to
promote passivation and decrease surface roughness.

By dividing the gases flow by a factor of 2, we were able to observe interesting results
with vertical and relatively smooth sidewalls and reduced under etch. However, it seems
that chemical etching is still predominant at the beginning of the etching as structures
are rough at their top. The sidewalls verticality and the relative squared angles at the
bottom the gratings demonstrated an improvement in the anisotropy of the etching and
was a great sign that we were getting closer to our objective. Nevertheless we still had to
improve the etching inside the trenches of the grating, in which the results were not yet
satisfying (see figure 3.12). These areas are the most difficult to etch as the reactive species
will not have access to the end of the trenches directly.

It was then decided to increase the pressure and bias voltage in order to improve the
chemical reaction inside the grating openings. To avoid surface quality degradation in
the other parts of the grating it was decided to dilute gases using Helium.
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Fig. 3.12. Third and last etch test on Cl2:H2:O2 recipe. The grating period is 720nm.

Cl2H2:O2:He plasma

This recipe gave very interesting results, as it was the first one that could seriously be con-
sidered for the fabrication of our lasers. The pattern fidelity was very good, with square
edges of the gratings corrugations (see figure 3.13). Cut views of the etched grating show
a relatively smooth surface quality, as well as vertical sidewalls. The only downturn of this
etching recipe was the slope at the bottom of the structure, in the inside of the trenches.
It can again be explained by the asymmetry of the geometry, leading to a difficult access
of the chemical species to these regions.

Fig. 3.13. First etch test on Cl2:H2:O2:He recipe. The grating period is 720nm, height is 2.4µm.

From this working point, the variation of several parameters were studied, with the ob-
jective to reduce a little the roughness of sidewalls, and to flatten the slope at the bottom
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inside the trenches. We played on the flow of gases, the pressure and the self-bias.

1. Increasing the flux of Helium improved the surface roughness and slightly reduced
the slope inside the trenches (figure 3.14 (b)).

2. Reducing the flow of Chlorine and Hydrogen while keeping an 1:2 ratio gave inter-
esting results on the etching of the structure, however the inside and outside of the
trenches started to be polluted by micromasking effect (figure 3.14 (a)). This can be
due to insufficient chemical etching and unremoved etch product redepositing on
the substrate.

3. With the reduced amount Cl2 and H2, reducing the flow of Oxygen leads to a better
slope inside the trenches but created a second slope in the longitudinal direction
(figure 3.14 (c)). The reason can be that the passivation is less effective in the bottom
of the trench, causing a better etching and reducing trench in one direction. The
appearance of the second slope might be due to re-deposition of etching products,
unable to be evacuated.

4. From the initial gas flow, increasing the pressure gave interesting results, though
displaying micromasking and degraded roughness inside trenches (figure 3.14 (d)).
The pressure increase might act as chemical reaction promoter at the top of the
grating, but also decrease the removal of etching products leading to micromasking.

5. Increasing the self-bias (related to the bias voltage) gave good results, with still pres-
ence of micromasking and degraded etching inside trenches (figure 3.14 (e)). The
sharpness of the etching and its anisotropy were satisfying.

6. Increasing the pressure with higher bias power, very interesting results were ob-
served. The grating corrugations started getting a round shaped edges. Though this
is not ideal in our case, this process could be interesting for fabrication of DFB with
cosine index profile (figure 3.14 (f)).

Eventually, satisfying results were obtained for processes (a), (d) and (e). The original
process also had good balance between the isotrope attack of chemical etching, sidewalls
passivation and ion bombardment, and presence of micromasking observed on the (d)
and (e) etching recipes represent a risk for the etching of the functional sample. The
particularly satisfying feature of the original and (a) recipes were the verticality of the
sidewalls, square shape of the grating and the good surface quality inside the trenches.
Though the bottom inside of the trenches were not etched with a good 90° angle, it could
not be improved significantly while keeping good surface quality and sharp square etched
grating.

The last gaz composition tried was a recipe incorporating HBr, O2 and He. Very interest-
ing results were obtained with these process parameters at C2N [10], and an interesting
working point was found using this process.
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Fig. 3.14. Results on the development of a Cl2:H2:O2:He etching process. The grating period is 720nm,
height for (a) is 2.2µm, for (b) 2.45µm, for (d) 2.2mum, for (e) 2µm.

HBr:O2:He plasma

If Cl-containing gas mixture are commonly used for the etching of InP and other III-
V compounds, hydrogen bromide can be considered as an interesting alternate halo-
gen gas for the etching of our gratings. Few results were reported on the work of etch-
ing recipe development using HBr based etching processes using different forms of RIE
[7, 21, 22], some of which using ICP technique at room temperature [23] and higher tem-
peratures [24], with positive results. The work on such ICP chemical composition was
well-advanced at C2N, with good knowledge of the dynamics [25, 10, 26] and beautiful
realizations [27], for this reason we decided to perform series of test using HBr as etching
gas.
The working principle of the gas mixture tried is similar to some of which were introduced
earlier with chlorine. Here the chemical reactive agent Cl2 is replaced by HBr but the
working principle remains the same: Bromine ions brings isotrope chemical etching with
the support of Hydrogen ions, the etching anisotropy is balanced with passivation thanks
to the presence of Oxygen, and the corrosion of the etching can be controlled from the
dilution of the gases with Helium. For the first run, the gas flow were chosen similarly to
the previously presented Cl2 based processes.
The first results we obtained with this gas mixture were very satisfying, as can be seen in
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Fig. 3.15. First etch test on HBr:O2:He recipe. The grating period is 720nm, the openings width are
500nm (top left) and 250nm (top right).

figure 3.15. The roughness was particularly improved, and the lateral slope at the foot
inside the trench was improved. The results are presented in figure 3.15.

To get the sharpest shape possible and lowest lateral slope, the effects of parameters and
gas flow variation were investigated. Here are the results that could be observed:

1. Increasing the flow of HBr while keeping all parameters constant led to the appari-
tion of over etching at the bottom of the grating. The roughness was increased on
sidewalls as shown figure3.16(a).

2. Reducing bias power led to the apparitions of trenches at the bottom the grating.
This could be due to the deviation of ions by sidewalls, charged under the action
of the species, and was amplified as the bias was not sufficient to accelerate them.
Figure 3.16(b) shows results from this etching test.

3. Increasing HBr and He flow by a factor of 2 led to a bad surface quality and didn’t
improved much the grating geometry. Figure 3.16(c) is a picture of the etched struc-
ture from this test run.

From the entire etching test, the first HBr recipe gave the best results in terms of quality of
the etched surface, verticality of sidewalls and lateral slope down the trench. Furthermore
it seemed possible with these parameters to perform the index grating etching in one step
only instead of using two consecutive masks as stated at the beginning of this study. To
ensure that this slope at the bottom of the trench would give sufficient index modulation,
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Fig. 3.16. Results on the development of HBr based etching process. The top structures have a height
of 1.6µm, bottom structure has a height of 2.4µm

its effect on the effective index was simulated using the software previously presented for
the computation of effective indices. It was found that the order of magnitude of the index
modulation was kept unchanged, at 10−3 for a slope height as high as 400nm inside the
trenches.

3.2.5 Etching of the index grating

The etching process of our sample was monitored using a laser interferometer. The prin-
ciple is to use the refractive index variation among layers of our structure, and use them
as reflectors. By pointing a laser on the surface while the sample is being etched, a mod-
ulation of the reflected wave amplitude can be observed. The principle of operation of
this technique is shown figure 3.17 on the left. The phase difference between the reflected
wave at the boundaries between layers 1 and 2 is 2n1e(2π/λ)cos(θ), where n is the refrac-
tive index of the first layer, e its thickness, λ the wavelength of the laser used and θ the
angle of incidence of the laser ray falling on layer 1. At normal incidence, the thickness of
material etched during one period will thus be: eetched =λ/2n.

The laser interferometry is here used to recognize the layer being etched. As the period
of the amplitude modulation depend on the index of the material being etched, a change
in this period can be noticed when passing from layer to layer during the etching process.
This principle is shown on figure 3.17 on the right, with the associated layer etched.
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Fig. 3.17. Working principle of laser interferometer monitoring (left) and reflected amplitude varia-
tion pattern during the etching process (right). We used a laser with a wavelength of 645nm.

Pictures of the etched structure for the functional sample are presented figure 3.18. This
was done using the initial HBr process with results presented on figure 3.15. The cladding
was etched entirely, as well as the SCH and top layers, in order for the grating to be as close
as possible to the active region, where the mode is guided. Observation from scanning
electron microscopy shows that the roughness is satisfying and though we are not able
to cleave the sample to see the inside of the trenches, we can see the outside shape is
sharp and seems very well defined. Once the index grating etched, the metallic grating
was exposed and deposited.

3.2.6 Fabrication of the metallic grating, and back-end

As stated previously, the relation of PT symmetry stipulates that real and imaginary part of
the complex index must be respectively even and odd function of the propagation point.
It was decided that gain/loss modulation of our Parity-Time Symmetric laser would be
brought by the absorption of a metallic (gold) grating. This grating thus has to be in phase
with the index grating bringing the refractive index modulation, and of similarly filling
factor.

To implement the lateral metallic grating on PTS DFB lasers, Electron Beam Lithography
technique was used to define the pattern in a PMMA resist, which was then developed
to leave the grating stripes opened. A thin layer of Titanium was then coated to work
as and adhesion promoter for the Gold layer that was later deposited. The metal layers
were lifted off in solvent bath in areas still covered with the resist, after dissolution of the
PMMA. Pictures of the resulting double gratings lasers are shown figure 3.19.

The last steps required to finalize the lasers are then to encapsulate them for protection,
build the metallic contact on the top of them from which current will be injected, thin
the InP back substrate to improve conduction, polish and build contact on the back side
of the wafer for the cathode plating. One Rapid Thermal Annealing (RTA) was performed
in order to defuse the contact and improve the electric conductivity. The diode is then
electrically fully functional, but the lasers need to be cleaved in order to form cavities
inside which stimulated emission will take place.
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Fig. 3.18. Pictures of fabricated PTS DFB lasers after etching step: 250nm amplitude index grating
(a), 500nm amplitude index grating (b), 1000nm amplitude index grating (c), straight waveguide
(d)

Fig. 3.19. Pictures of lasers after implementation of metallic gratings: PTS DFB lasers (a) & (b), third
and first order gain coupled DFB laser (c) & (d) respectively. The grating period is 720nm.
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3.3 Conclusions

Parity-Time symmetric Distributed Feedback lasers were designed and fabricated from
two quantum well structure, composed of InP/InGaAsP compounds. As the approach is
here to apply PT-symmetry to fabrication of practical devices, specific care was put into
the simplicity of design and realization, as well as the compatibility of the fabrication with
existing high-end manufacturing techniques. With that in mind the design of PTS DFB
lasers consisted in the simulation of index modulation defined by the grating inside the
InP/InGaAsP structure, at different wavelengths and for several grating amplitudes. Once
the design validated, the Electron Beam Lithography mask was designed, composed of
conventional gain and index coupled DFB lasers as well as multiple PTS DFB lasers with
increasing phase shifts, in order to prevent possible misalignment that could occur during
the consecutive EBL steps. Because of the geometry of its corrugations, the index grating
is very challenging to etch. An ICP etching process was developed specifically for the
implementation of the index grating. Chlorine-based recipes were developed, but the
best results were obtained with Bromine-based chemistry. The metallic grating giving the
loss modulation of the PTS DFB lasers was of the same period and filling factor as the
index grating, it was fabricated using consecutive EBL and metallic PECVD deposition.
From the first wafer desoxydation to the last back-end process, the fabrication process
was performed in C2N cleanroom, with the help of the cleanroom staff.
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In this chapter, we discuss measurements performed on the lasers whose fabrication was
previously exposed. We will here discuss the performance of our lasers, and try to evalu-
ate the efficiency of the different kinds of gratings. A particular attention is brought to the
analysis of Complex-Coupled (CC) DFB lasers emission, and comparison to conventional
Fabry-Perot and DFB laser technologies.
To be measured, the lasers were cleaved and divided by sections gathering 15 different
lasers with same Bragg wavelength, described in section 2.1.3 of previous chapter. This
way, we are able to test and compare different laser technologies of lasers with the same
cavity length. Unless mentioned, no High-Reflection (HR) or Anti-Reflection (AR) coat-
ing was performed on these lasers, their facet reflectivity is thus only determined by the
cleaved facets. From simple measurements, and by collecting data from the different sorts
of lasers fabricated, it was possible to have a good representation of the influence of di-
electric and metallic gratings, as well as the phase shift between gratings when possible.
These first sets of measurements will be later confronted to more in-depth measurements,
which consist on one hand in the probing of the laser cavities with external tunable laser
and on the other hand in the evaluation of external feedback resistance of our lasers.

4.1 Sample layout

First and foremost, we introduce the layout chosen to arrange the fabricated devices. Be-
cause of the high number of lasers, a specific labeling is used in order to avoid long ref-
erences to their design characteristics. As our approach is here to compare the emission
and operation of DFB lasers grating types, we kept lasers corresponding to each grating
type within the same cleaved bar. This way, laser of same cavity length can be compared
for the set of lasers belonging to the same bar. To clarify the operating wavelength, grating
type, and cavity length, a labeling convention was decided. This convention is used in this
chapter to refer to the different types of lasers, with the following layout:

a00_ 0000

The first letter is associated to the design Bragg wavelength of the laser, "a" represent grat-
ings with a Bragg wavelength of 1.53µm, "b" for lasers with Bragg wavelength of 1.55µm,
"c" of 1.57µm and "d" of 1.62µm. The number following this letter is associated to the
type of laser, or more precisely, the coupling mechanism involved. Table 4.1 presents the
lasers numbers and the laser type associated during the design phase.
The amplitude mentioned in this table is a reference to the amplitude of the dielectric
grating, presented in chapter 3. Finally the last number appended to the laser name is
related to the cavity length, also corresponding to the length of the bar each set of 15
lasers is cleaved from. In this chapter and the following, we will be particularly inter-
ested in the performances of lasers operating at 1.53µm and 1.55µm as lasers with 1.57µm
Bragg wavelength were not working properly, for reasons identified as coming from the
electron-beam lithography step, and 1.62µm were mainly fabricated to be measured in
passive mode away from the gain curve of the active region.
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Laser number Laser type

01 Broad area electrical contact

02 250nm amplitude index coupled DFB laser

03 500nm amplitude index coupled DFB laser

04 1µm amplitude index coupled DFB laser

05 First order gain coupled DFB laser

06 Third order gain coupled DFB laser

07 Complex-Coupled DFB laser

08 Complex-Coupled DFB laser

09 Complex-Coupled DFB laser

10 Complex-Coupled DFB laser

11 Complex-Coupled DFB laser

12 Complex-Coupled DFB laser

13 Complex-Coupled DFB laser

14 Complex-Coupled DFB laser

15 Fabry-Perot laser

Table 4.1. Layout used to label the types of lasers

4.2 Light current characteristic

The Light Current (LI) characteristic, showing the evolution of the emission output as a
function of the injection current, was measured in pulsed current operation at 21°C. The
equipment used to monitor the optical power from the lasers was a photodiode combined
with a synchronized automated acquisition system. Thanks to this free space configura-
tion, all the emission could be converted without using a coupling fiber.
A high number of devices were investigated of different grating types, to try to ascertain
any physical explanation of the results distribution, and a potential relation with PT sym-
metry.

4.2.1 Performances of the Fabry-Perot

In most cases, broad area lasers are added to the fabrication process to determine ma-
terial properties. The fabrication process inducing lower losses in such structures, the
emission characteristics of broad area lasers are more reliable. We however decided to
fabricate broad contact section without cavity, to test the electrical conductivity of the
material, and chose not to fabricate any broad area laser, for wafer space saving reasons.
The performances of the Fabry-Perot cavity can also teach a lot on the characteristics
of the active structure our lasers are made. If its value is best determined from broad
area lasers, the modal gain of the material can be evaluated from the current threshold
of Fabry-Perot cavities. It also gives a good indication of the optimal laser length to be
cleaved without considering the effect of potential grating, as the threshold current and
output power will be linked to the density of current, itself set by the length of our lasers.
The threshold current density is defined by:

Jth = Ith

L ·W
(4.1)

Where Jth is the current density at threshold of stimulated emission, Ith is the injection
current at threshold, L is the length of the laser and W is the width of the laser ridge. The
modal gain of the structure is associated to the density of current at threshold by the so-
called logarithm-gain relation, valid for quantum wells:

ln(Jth) = ln(J0)+ αi +αm

Γ · g0
(4.2)
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Whith J0 being the current density at transparency, Γ · g0 the modal gain, αi the internal
losses and αm the mirror losses. The modal gain can thus be written as:

ln(Jth) = ln(J0)+ αi

Γ · g0
+ 1

2 ·Γ · g0
ln(

1

R1R2
)

(
1

L

)
(4.3)

Where the mirror losses αm are expressed as:

αm = 1

2 ·L
ln(

1

R1 ·R2
) (4.4)

Where L is the cavity length and R1 and R2 the reflectivity of the laser facets. We mostly
worked with uncoated cleaved facet, giving R1 = R2 ≈0.32. These equations will be used
later to compute the modal gain in the light of measurements discussed thereafter.

Fig. 4.1. Neperian logarithme of Jth versus the inverse of the cavity length

Figure 4.1 is a graphical representation of the variation of the neperian logarithm of the
threshold current density measured from Fabry-Perot cavity lasers versus the inverse of
their cavity length. From equation 4.3, we see that the evolution between the two quan-
tities should be linear. The modal gain of our material can thus be calculated from the
slope S of the curve, using the following expression:

Γ · g0 = 1

2 ·S
ln(

1

R1R2
) (4.5)

The calculated modal gain of our wafer is Γ·g0 = 23cm−1, which is comparable to what can
be found in the literature for multiple quantum-well based structures [? ]. As a reminder,
the active layer used within this work is composed of two quantum wells.
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4.2.2 Overview

Fig. 4.2. Power (left) and threshold current (right) distribution of lasers with Bragg wavelength of
1.55 microns

Figure 4.2 right presents the distribution of the lasing threshold among the population of
fabricated lasers designed to operate at 1.55µm. The horizontal axis represents the range
of lasing threshold, while the vertical axis represents the amount of lasers belonging to
the associated threshold category. The colors present the type of lasers among the popu-
lation: Fabry-Perot cavity, Index-coupled, gain-coupled or complex-coupled DFB lasers.
Figure 4.2 left is the equivalent histogram, in which lasers are arranged from their output
power at 200mA injection current. These distributions are obtained for a pool of 128 lasers
staggered in 16 samples, designed to operate at 1.55µm, and of cavity length ranging from
750µm to 1960µm. Let us give an overview of the main trends.
Best results among the data set are obtained for standard Index-Coupled (IC) DFB lasers,
a vast majority of them presenting a threshold current under 40mA, and output power
above 10mW at 200mA. Grating amplitudes of 250nm, 500nm and 1µm seem to give same
output power with results of 20mW at 200mA which is consistent with results exposed in
the literature over large span of materials and architectures [? ? ? ? ].
Comparable results were obtained with Fabry-Perot cavities, but the dielectric grating im-
proving the photon density inside the laser cavity, a lower threshold and higher output
power is reached in IC DFBs. This phenomenon is only mitigated by the losses, originat-
ing from the grating geometry and surface roughness.

These charts show that first order Gain-Coupled (GC) grating devices present a lower
threshold and higher output power than their third order equivalent. This difference in
lasing performances is most likely due to the presence of radiation losses [? ? ] and lower
coupling coefficient [? ] when operating at third order, and is consistent with the obser-
vation made at the end of chapter one, where the emission maps showed that threshold
was reached with an increased amount of gain compared to first order gain-coupled DFB
lasers. Furthermore, the Bragg period being 3 times longer for a similar duty-cycle, the
overlap between the electric field extrema and the metal is larger, thus leading to higher
metallic losses. This physical mechanism is presented on figure 4.3.
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Fig. 4.3. Representation of the overlap between electric field and first or third order metallic gratings

Fort these reasons, third order GC DFB lasers are poorly represented in the distribution
exposed, as a majority of them could not be found to reach lasing conditions. The perfor-
mances measured on working samples show a very high threshold, mostly above 90mA,
and a relatively low output power, under 7.5mW at 200mA.

The purple bars represent data measured from the CC DFB lasers. These lasers have out-
put powers ranging from 5mW to 12.5mW for the majority and lasing thresholds between
45mA to 65mA. Though these performances are reduced compared to index-coupled lasers,
they represent a major improvement with regard to their third order gain-coupled coun-
terpart. The distribution of these lasers is however less homogeneous, due to a higher
number of lasers, and to the variety of phase shifts between metallic and dielectric grat-
ings, impacting their emission performances. The detailed performances of IC and CC
DFB lasers will be presented in the following sections, as these two types have a paramet-
ric variation in the population.
Finally, a similar set of observations are made for lasers designed to work at Bragg wave-
length of 1.53µm for "a" type lasers. Figure 4.4 presents the histogram associated to the
population distribution.

4.2.3 Performances of the complex-coupled DFB lasers

In the previous section, we discussed the power and threshold distribution of the gen-
eral types of lasers, split in 4 categories: index, gain, complex coupled DFB lasers and
Fabry-Perot cavity lasers. If it is quite clear that lasers have different threshold and power
characteristic depending on their grating, the distribution diagrams did not discriminate
the complex-coupled DFB lasers depending on their relative (real to imaginary) phase
however.

Because of the uncertainty about the exact relative phase between the metallic and di-
electric gratings, related to the misalignment observed after the EBL process, analyzing
the lasers simply from their assumed laser type or number would be biased. Indeed, it is
not certain that their label is a reliable information on the exact associated relative grat-
ing phase. However, as discussed earlier in this chapter, the phase shift increment is itself
considered as a trustworthy information. It is then possible to compare lasers originating
from the same sample, as they are all located in the same latitude of the fabricated wafer.
The phase shift increment being conserved, it is interesting to look for a pattern in the
measurement data, and try to identify lasers from their light current characteristics.
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Fig. 4.4. Power (left) and threshold current (right) distribution of lasers with Bragg wavelength of
1.53 microns

Figure 4.5 shows the emission threshold (red) and output power (black) of lasers of the
same sample. Lasers sharing the same graphic belong to the same sample, and are there-
fore of equal cavity length. The laser number in abscissa correspond to the labeling pre-
sented earlier in this chapter, in Table 4.1. We remind that the imaginary-to-real phase
grows from left to right by π/8 increment.

Fig. 4.5. Evolution of the lasing threshold (red) and output power at 200mA (black) of complex-
coupled DFB lasers following their labellings and nominal phase, operating at 1.55 microns. The
phase is increased by π/8 for each label.

First it is not surprising to see that the lasing threshold and output power at 200mW varies
in opposite ways. Indeed, the differential efficiency being somewhat constant between
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the lasers, a lower threshold will lead to higher output power for a given injection current.
The output power of the CC DFB lasers varies from around 2mW to 12mW within a given
sample, and similarly the lasing threshold ranges from around 40mA to over 90mA for a
given set of lasers. This amplitude of variation and its repetition tend to prove the exis-
tence of a correlation between laser types and emission characteristics.
A common pattern seems to emerge between the entire data set. First, the single occur-
rence of a minimum threshold current for each set of lasers indicates the existence of a
preferential phase shift demonstrating optimal performances. Aside from this extremum
value, the threshold current seems to decrease linearly in the case of b_1080 and b_1963.
It is worth noting here that laser b07 and b12 are lasers demonstrating the best overall
performances, when the higher threshold current (and therefore lowest output power) is
reached for b10 and b11.

The specific pattern followed by the output power and lasing threshold seems to be de-
pendent on the gratings relative phase. However, the pattern extrema of data are not sys-
tematically achieved for the same relative phase. This reason can be due to deviation or
alignment shift of EBL process, or uncontrolled index and/or loss variations coming from
the fabricated structure. Unfortunately, it is quite demanding to get a full set of complex-
coupled DFB lasers all working correctly, for various reasons, at least one of them misses,
very often due to either breakage but also other malfunction. Yet the only lasers allowed
for comparison are lasers found within the same sample. Indeed, as previously stated we
were only able to be certain of the phase shift increment between lasers belonging to the
same sample. Four laser bars of type a and 6 of type b have their entire set of CC DFB lasers
working, the measures acquired on type "a" and "b" lasers are presented in the appendix.

Fig. 4.6. Estimated overlap between regions of maximum amplitudes of metallic and dielectric grat-
ings. On left is a representation of this overlap for a given phase shift. On right is the representation
of the convolution bteween two pulses of equal width versus the phase delay, evaluating the surface
overlap between them

A reason that can be found to explain the evolution of the LI characteristic of laser with
the relative phase can be the change in mode confinement with the modulation of the
ridge width. Indeed, as shown in figure 4.6, if we consider that the mode in large grating
amplitude region is less confined, we can surmise that the total amount of losses seen by
the mode inside the cavity will be dependent on the overlap between these high grating
amplitude regions and the metallic stripe of the gain grating. This overlap is maximum
when the gratings are in phase, and minimum when gratings are out of phase.
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4.2.4 Conclusion on the emission power

The light-current characteristic of the IC, GC and CC DFB lasers fabricated were mea-
sured. From these measurements, the threshold current and output power at 200mA
were extracted to serve as indicators, monitoring the output performances of our devices.
From these data, it was found that CC DFB lasers could deliver significantly higher power
than third order GC DFB lasers, while carrying similar characteristic in their loss grating
profile. At third order, the association of dielectric and metallic grating seem to be a better
solution than conventional GC DFB laser to reach low threshold current and high output
power values.
The monitoring of the indicators presented above versus the laser label -assumed to be
monotonously linked to their gratings relative phase without knowing it precisely-, tends
to show that the performances of the CC DFB lasers is related to the phase shift value
between dielectric and metallic gratings. Indeed, the variations in laser performances are
quite sizable, and present in all the samples measured. Notably, best performances seems
to be obtained for a given phase value, which could be linked to the amount of losses seen
from the mode depending on its confinement.

4.3 Spectral Performance and Evolution

The spectra of the lasers were measured using an Optical Spectrum Analyzer (OSA), asso-
ciated to an optical isolator, avoiding reflections that could deteriorate the laser emission.
The resolution of the OSA was set to 1pm, and the spectrum was observed on a range from
1500nm to 1600nm. The lasers were mounted and soldered to a copper baseplates using
Indium coating, and positioned on a metallic plate thermally regulated by a Peltier Ther-
moElectric Controler (TEC). The acquisition was performed at a temperature set point
of 21°C. Current was injected in continuous wave (CW) regime and the laser output was
collected using a lensed fiber.

Fig. 4.7. Spectrum of index-coupled DFB laser of 3 amplitude at increasing current: 30mA (left),
60mA (center) and 100mA (right). 250nm, 500nm and 1000nm grating amplitudes are respectively
associated to b02, b03 and b04
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4.3.1 Comparison of the Conventional DFB Lasers

Index-Coupled DFB lasers

Figure 4.7 presents a first set of measurements obtained from index-coupled DFB lasers of
different gratings amplitude but similar cavity length, under increasing injection current.
Lasers are again referred to under the labeling exposed earlier in Table 4.1. At low cur-
rent these lasers are monomode, with slight differences in Side Mode Suppressing Ratio
(SMSR). With the increase of injection current, the spectrum of 250nm amplitude grating
lasers becomes quickly multimode, with a large envelope quite similar to a Fabry-Perot
cavity.
The best single-mode operation is attained for the 1µm and 500nm amplitudes dielectric
DFB laser, which keep their monomodality above 60mA. However, these gratings ampli-
tudes does not seem to be sufficient for high current, as the mode competition modifies
the spectrum, which progressively becomes multimode (see figure 4.8).

Fig. 4.8. Examples of IC DFB lasers operating at 1.55 microns with increasing grating amplitude
(from top to bottom), for 1980 microns (left) and 1080 microns (right) cavity length at 100mA injec-
tion current. Gratings amplitudes are: b02: 250nm, b03: 500nm, b04: 1000nm. The monomodality
at such current is not systematic.

The mode selection inside the cavity being the consequence of the coupling between
the dielectric grating and the propagating modes, the most resistant lasers in their sin-
gle mode operation should thus have higher coupling. It seems here that an increasing
grating amplitude goes together with a greater coupling coefficient. However, one could
argue that the difference between 1µm and 500nm grating is modest in term of spectral
response. This is probably symptomatic of the coupling constant limitation coming from
the fabrication process. Indeed, as seen in the previous chapter, the etching process was
found to be better realized for low grating amplitudes, as elongated grating trenches could
not be etched all the way down. The present example, as well as the observations made
on the output power and lasing threshold, tends to prove that 500nm and 1µm gratings
are of equivalent strength.
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Fig. 4.9. Examples of emission spectra of type-a index-coupled DFB lasers, with Bragg wavelength of
1.53 microns.

Figure 4.9 present the emission spectrum of lasers designed to work at 1.53µm. For these
lasers the spectrum is multimode for each grating amplitude, and the effect of the dielec-
tric grating are in most cases not noticeable. 1µm grating amplitude lasers have been
witnessed to affect the modes of the cavity in some rare cases, but not enough to get a
efficient filtering, hence resulting in Fabry-Perot type multimode laser emission.

Gain-Coupled DFB lasers

Fig. 4.10. Emission spectra of first order gain-coupled DFB laser at increasing currents.
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The emission spectrum of the GC DFB lasers at 1.55µm are represented figure 4.10. First
order grating lasers have a single mode spectrum, with large SMSR values, above 50dB,
and over a large current range.
Third order GC DFB lasers also demonstrate a monomode spectrum over a large current
range. However in this case the SMSR is reduced compared to first order, as the grating
seems to be less efficient in the filtering of Fabry-Perot cavity modes (see figure 4.11). The
measurements on these types of lasers are not homogeneous, and correspondingly, most
of them were not working properly.

Fig. 4.11. Emission spectra of a third order gain-coupled DFB laser

Gain Coupled DFB lasers with gratings operating at 1.53µm also demonstrate an inter-
esting single frequency behavior. If it is risky to conclude on the potential differences
between first and third order in that case, as the number of working third order lasers is
quite small and their power is low, it is worth noting here that metallic gratings demon-
strated much better filtering efficiency than dielectric gratings. Indeed, GC DFB lasers
work by increasing the losses inside the cavity for modes not satisfying the Bragg condi-
tion. Longitudinal side modes are then attenuated, and the mode at Bragg wavelength
will dominate the spectrum. This mechanism of side mode attenuation, not present in IC
DFB lasers, explains the differences in monomodality between IC and GC third order DFB
lasers operating at 1.53µm.

Fig. 4.12. Emission spectra of first (left) and third (right) order gain-coupled DFB lasers operating at
1.53 microns at 100mA injection current

Our observation on the the spectral behavior of IC and GC DFB lasers is in agreement
with the discussions reported in the literature [? ? ]. In their article, Lowery et Al. [? ]
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mention that the multimode behavior at high power of IC DFB lasers possibly originates
from Spatial Hole Burning (SHB). This effect is particularly present in high-coupling IC
DFB lasers, in contrast with GC DFB lasers where SHB is attenuated.

4.3.2 Spectrum comparison of the CC DFB Lasers

In the previous sections, the emission spectra of the conventional IC and GC DFB lasers
fabricated were discussed. Both IC and GC DFB lasers were found to have single fre-
quency spectrum above threshold. The single frequency behavior was however not simi-
lar between different types of lasers. For IC DFB lasers, the single mode operation was ob-
served to be more robust for 500nm and 1µm grating amplitudes than for 250nm grating
amplitude. Furthermore, IC DFB lasers designed to operate at 1.53µm have a multimode
spectrum similar to a Fabry-Perot cavity laser when GC DFB lasers of the same type are
single mode with high SMSR value. GC DFB lasers were also found to maintain single fre-
quency operation at relatively high injection current, when their IC counterparts become
multimode in this current range.
To our knowledge, no experimental investigation on the emission spectrum of complex-
coupled DFB lasers can be found in the literature. Theoretical observation made from
coupled wave analysis are however available [? ], with similar conclusion to the simula-
tion work presented in chapter 2.

Fig. 4.13. Emission spectra of complex-coupled DFB lasers for different gratings relative phase

An example of emission spectrum evolution of complex-coupled DFB lasers depending
on the relative phase between gain and index gratings is presented on figure 4.13, with
current of either 100 or 140 mA to attain comparable powers. Here also, the wavelength
selectivity seems to be dependent on the relative phase shift between gratings, as the
spectrum is not systematically monomode. At first it is hard to see any correlation be-
tween the place of the laser on the sample and its monomodality. However, it must be
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noted that the lasers showing the purest spectrum and with the highest SMSR, were the
one pointed out for their high emission power E.E. b07 and b12.

It is also worth noting here that lasers designed to operate at 1.53µm have are found to
have a single frequency operation as well, reminding of the case of gain-coupled lasers.
Observations here are similar to the case of laser designed to operate at 1.55µm: it seems
that a correlation exist between the gratings relative phase and the filtering of the cavity
modes. Again, if we compare those results to the evolution of output power and threshold,
we notice that lasers with the purest monomode spectrum tend to have higher output
power and lower threshold.

Fig. 4.14. Emission spectra of type-a complex-coupled DFB lasers for different gratings relative phase

To get a representation of effects caused by the relative phase between metallic and di-
electric gratings on the spectrum of the lasers we fabricated, it was decided to monitor
the SMSR value of CC DFB lasers belonging to the same bar of lasers. This way the per-
formances could be presented similarly to the previous discussion on output power and
lasing threshold.

Figure 4.15 is a presentation of the Side Mode Suppressing Ratio, measured for lasers of
all grating-types, belonging to the same bar of lasers. Again, each graphic presents results
obtained for lasers belonging to the same bar of lasers, as a statistical indicator for the
entire population of lasers would be biased, due to potential misalignment during the
fabrication process, as previously reported.

The results presented for IC DFB lasers show fluctuations which tends to prove the low ef-
ficiency of the spectral filtering. First order GC DFB lasers present very good SMSR values,
their evolution has been discussed previously. The variation in SMSR of the monomode
laser emission for CC DFB lasers seems to present a repetitive pattern between samples.
Indeed for "b" types samples, with Bragg wavelength of 1.55µm, laser b10 and b11 gave
almost systematically no or bad results in SMSR values, when b12 and b07 present high
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SMSR values over the whole data set. Results measured for the remaining lasers does not
show clear trends however. Similar evolution is found for samples of type-a lasers, de-
signed to operate at 1.53µm. The particular example of a_999 and a_1506 is shown in
figure 4.15, in which lasers a08, a13 and a14 present highest SMSR values, and a07 and
a12 present the lowest SMSR values.

Fig. 4.15. Variation of the Side Mode Supression Ratio (SMSR) depending for the fabricated laser
types. Lasers labelled as "a" operate at 1.53 microns, and as "b" operate at 1.55 microns. Lasers 2 to
4 are IC DFB lasers of increasing grating amplitude, 5 and 6 are respectivelly first and thrid order GC
DFB lasers, and 7 to 14 are CC DFB lasers with variation of the gratings relative phase.
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4.3.3 Conclusion on the spectral performances

The spectrum of the conventional and complex-coupled DFB lasers were measured. Sim-
ilarly to the discussion on the output power and threshold, a careful attention was brought
into the analysis of complex-coupled lasers spectrum, to depict the potential relationship
between gratings phase shift and monomodality.
The data show that IC DFB lasers of 500nm and 1µm grating amplitude are monomode
with SMSR values up to 50dB. For IC lasers with 250nm grating amplitude, the monomodal-
ity is not systematic, and associated to much lower SMSR value. Unfortunately the monomodal-
ity of IC DFB lasers is not robust, and a threshold current can be found around 80mA-
100mA above which many side modes rise up, deteriorating the SMSR.
First and third order GC DFB lasers show monomode operation over a large range of injec-
tion current. This observation, expected from chapter 1 simulations, originates from the
attenuation of side modes by the metallic grating, and can explain that GC lasers remain
monomodes even when designed to work aside from wavelength of maximum spectral
gain of the active region (case of "a" type lasers").

Finally, CC DFB lasers present an evolution in their spectral profile, that seems to depend
on the relative phase between the metallic and dielectric gratings. Best values were ob-
tained from lasers b07 and b12, or a08, a13 and a14, for which the nominal relative phase
expressed in period is respectively 1/4, 1/8, 3/8, 1 and 1/8. These phase shifts were af-
fected through the fabrication process, but the values mentioned here are interestingly
clustered around the 1/4 phase shift requirement for PT symmetry. These lasers present
a very satisfying spectral operation, often better than first order GC DFB lasers. In the
meantime, b10 and b11 show low SMSR values systematically. Specific gratings phase
shift values thus seem to impact the spectral emission either for the best, or the worst.

4.4 Conclusion

This chapter was an overview of the general performances of index-coupled, gain-coupled
and complex coupled DFB lasers fabricated from the process described in chapter 3. The
light current characteristic and spectrum of the laser were looked at, and their evolution
in the population of complex-coupled DFB lasers was particularly detailed. The compari-
son between complex-coupled and conventional DFB lasers revealed that the association
of metallic and dielectric gratings leads to the improvement of the lasers characteristics,
with higher emission power and enhanced monomode operation.
Within a given sample, indicators such as lasing threshold, output power at 200mA or side
mode suppressing ratio were used to monitor the potential impact of the gratings phase
shift on complex-coupled DFB laser performances. With this strategy, we observed the
mutual evolution of emission indicators, demonstrating optimal performances for spe-
cific sets of lasers within a given sample.
These observations led to the conclusions that certain values of the phase between the
shifted gain and index gratings gives optimal performances in terms of DFB laser output
power and spectrum, based on the triple correlation between the output power, lasing
threshold and SMSR value. If the exact value of the optimal phase shift cannot be known
precisely, as misalignment was observed on part of the fabricated samples, it is worth
noting that best performances in power and spectrum was found for lasers b07 and b12,
when the lasers with nominal phase shift corresponding to 1/4 phase PTS condition were
b07 and b11.
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Whereas these results tend to prove the existance of an optimal shift in gratings compo-
nents, the observed performances can simply be explained by the repartition of losses in
the gratings overlap. Next chapter will be devoted to the probing of Parity-Time symmetry
effects, expression on lasers index and loss profiles and feedback resistance.
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We previously discussed the power and spectral emission characteristics, of the fabricated
DFB lasers. In this chapter, we take a closer look at the interaction between propagating
waves inside the laser cavity and the embedded Bragg grating. The first part of this chap-
ter is dedicated to the study of Bragg grating characteristics, by externally probing our
lasers with a tunable laser, and acquiring the transmitted and reflected spectral response.
Despite their advantageous spectral characteristics, conventional DFB and Fabry-Perot
types of lasers can be highly sensitive to a portion of laser light re-entering the laser cav-
ity. The effect of the so-called external feedback may be highly detrimental, as the light
is coming from an external cavity at the output of the semiconductor laser. This exter-
nal cavity can be formed by the reflections of the laser beam on various optical elements
such as fiber end-faces, lenses or transparent window from the laser packaging. In many
cases the unwanted external feedback is even unavoidable. Using an optical isolator then
becomes crucial, and essential, but can severely increase the cost of an opto-electronic
equipment as well as its form factor.

5.1 Transmission and reflection response of the lasers

To get a full scope of the performances and characteristics of the Bragg gratings embed-
ded in their cavity, the lasers of all kinds were probed in passive and active configurations.
The measurement of transmitted and reflected fields intensity provides an indication on
the coupling strength between the grating and the modes propagating inside the cavity,
as well as the losses induced by the different types of gratings.
The case of complex-coupling lasers whose gratings relative phase is π/2 is of great inter-
est here, as this phase shift is required in devices with PTS related effects, characterized
by an asymmetric amplification in reflection.

Fig. 5.1. Presentation of the setup used to measure the transmission and reflection characteristics of
our lasers

The experimental setup is presented in figure 5.1. The principle is the injection of an in-
cident wave generated by an external tunable laser, into the laser cavity (possibly injected
with current as well) and the probing of reflected and transmitted waves. The transmis-
sion component is captured by using a microscope objective focusing the light from the
end of the laser cavity to a multimode fiber. The reflection component, on the other hand,
is captured by the same monomode lensed fiber used to inject the light inside the cavity.
The input beam polarization is controlled by a fibered polarizer at the entrance of the
setup, and by a second polarizer at the output end of the laser. An optical spectrum ana-
lyzer records data coming from transmission and reflection arms, and combines them to
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the associated wavelength of the incident beam.
The lasers were measured over a narrow range of injection current while keeping them
under threshold, under TE and TM polarization, and in both directions.

The setup bed was partially automated, and results were analyzed using a Matlab code.
Figure 5.2 shows the automated generated report constructed by our code for one of the
lasers, at a given current, polarization, and for both directions of propagation (labeled as
"SU" and "SD" as a convention, and presented on top of each other).

Fig. 5.2. Presentation of the automated report generated from the Matlab code data analyzer. (1) is
Transmission and Reflection spectrum aquired, (2) is a zoomed version of this spectrum, (3) is the
spectral loss coefficient, (4) is the Fabry-Perot contrast, (5) is the computed group index. Upper and
Lower part present equivalent data for opposite directions. SU and SD refer to opposite directions in
which the laser is probed.

The analysis of the information acquired from the spectral transmission and reflection of
our samples is presenter thereafter.

5.2 Evaluation of the laser losses characteristics

The amount of losses affecting the light injected inside the cavity can teach a lot on the
quality of the fabrication process and the way different types of gratings affect the modes
inside the cavity. However, as the active region of our material absorbs light in TE mode
around the design wavelength, measurements must be performed in TM polarization.
Furthermore, as will be discussed in the following section, the calculation of cavity losses
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relies on the Fabry-Perot fringes contrast, which is only valid outside of the stop-band,
defined by the grating at the Bragg wavelength.

5.2.1 Principle

The losses inside the cavity can be deduced from the transmission data of a TM propagat-
ing wave, when the laser is not pumped. The method used here rely on the Fabry-Perot
resonances inside the cavity of the laser. The transmitted intensity IT of a symmetrical
monomode Fabry-Perot resonator is given by the standard formula [1]:

IT = T2 exp(−αL)

(1−R′)2)+4R′ sin2(Φ/2)
I0η (5.1)

Where I0 is the laser beam intensity at the entrance of the laser grating or waveguide,
η is the coupling efficiency in the fundamental mode of the laser, T is the output facet
transmissivity; Φ= 2βL is the phase difference, with β the propagation constant and L the
cavity length. R is the reflectivity of the laser facets, and α is the attenuation coefficient of
the laser cavity. We note R’=Rexp(-αL). The contrast of the Fabry-Perot cavity resonance
H is related to α through the following equation:

H = 2R′

1+ (−R′2 (5.2)

The contrast H is determined by the maximum and minimum values of the intensity of
the transmitted wave through the laser cavity:

H = Imax − Imi n

Imax + Imi n
(5.3)

We obtain for R’:

R′ = 1

H
(1−

√
1−H2) (5.4)

From the expression of R’, we obtain the following expression for the expression of the
attenuation coefficient of our laser cavity:

α= 1

L

(
lnR+ ln

(
H

1−
p

1−H2

))
(5.5)

5.2.2 Distribution of losses from grating types

In the discussion on internal optical losses of optical waveguides three contributions must
be considered: the scattering resulting from the fabrication process, the free carrier ab-
sorption coming from the doping of the waveguide, and the action of the additional ab-
sorbing grating present in the case of gain-coupled DFB lasers.
To be able to determine the attenuation induced by the laser grating or cavity, the mea-
surements must be performed in TM polarization. This circumvents absorption of the
quantum well structure so the remaining losses are then only due to the absorption of the
waveguiding structure. Results of these measurements are presented in figure 5.3.
The measurements presented in figure 5.3 present a similar trend as the emission per-
formances seen in the previous chapter, with an increased amount of losses in presence
of metallic grating, corresponding to an decreased output of power (or higher threshold
value).
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Fig. 5.3. Mean extinction losses measured in transmission: distribution of the lasers depending on
their loss range (left) and mean loss by laser type (right), for lasers designed to operate at 1.55 microns
(type "b"). Losses are computed from the Fabry-Perot cavity fringes contrast, for a spectral range
between 1.5 microns to 1.64 microns.

It is then not surprising to find the Fabry-Perot cavity showing the lowest amount of losses,
as the light in these lasers is not affected by any losses coming from either metallic absorp-
tion or additional scattering due to the complex geometry of a dielectric grating. Nearly
70% of FP cavities have losses below 54dB/cm. Such substantial propagation losses are
slightly higher to what is usually reported for the fabrication of p-doped InP waveguides
in absence of post-etch hydrogen passivation of the laser waveguide [2, 3], and is prob-
ably due to scattering losses due to higher surface roughness. The mean attenuation of
Fabry-Perot cavities and first order GC DFB lasers must be considered carefully, as the dis-
tribution presents a large spread, probably due to measurement fluctuations. The mean
attenuation of index-coupled DFB lasers is around 80dB/cm. The data gathered through
this measurement campaign does not show any trend when discriminating the lasers by
dielectric grating amplitude.
A difference exists in linear losses between first and third order Gain-Coupled DFB lasers.
Though these lasers have the same mean amount of metallic parts covering each side of
the laser cavity, as the duty cycle is similar in both cases, the third order laser demon-
strates a much higher amount of loss. This confirms the reason discussed earlier given to
explain the high rate of malfunctioning of third order GC DFB lasers.

5.2.3 Index modulation amplitudes

Real part modulation

The wavelength selectivity of a DFB laser reflects its ability to discriminate the mode of the
cavity satisfying the Bragg condition and is mainly affected by index and/or gain modu-
lation. This spectral filtering efficiency is better represented through the expression of
the coupling constant κ and cavity length L product. It is thus of great interest to have
access to this data, as the κL product is the concrete expression of the index and/or gain
modulation amplitude in the coupled wave model. However, its ex post determination
for a physical device is hardly possible to obtain, as its quantity highly depends on the
geometry of the fabricated structure.
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For this reason, it was decided to compare the experimental results obtained from the
measurements of transmission and reflection spectra, to the simulation results obtained
from the model presented in chapter 2. By looking at the stop band width measured ex-
perimentally and comparing it to our model, it was possible to find the corresponding
values of index modulation amplitudes, for which experimental and simulation results
match. Based on the predicted effective index computed in the design process (see chap-
ter 2), we were able to narrow down the research of corresponding index to a range around
what was obtained upstream.

Figure 5.4 left presents the transmission spectra of an index-coupled laser with a 500nm
grating amplitude and 1506µm cavity length. The width of the stop band is of the order
of 0.2nm. This experimental measurement of the stop-band matches the simulation of
the similar structure presented on the right hand side. This plot represent the simulated
transmission of a Bragg grating obtained from the model exposed in chapter 2, for a vari-
ation of the index real part of 1,25.10−3.

Fig. 5.4. Visualisation of the stop-band in the reflection spectrum of the laser (left), equivalent value
of stop-band width obtained from simulation presented in chapter 2(right)

The value obtained from the correlation of transmission and simulation results is slightly
different than the one deduced from the initial design steps. From the simulation of the
mode structure presented in chapter 3, the results were indeed closer to ∆n=5,3.10−3,
against∆n=1,25.10−3 obtained from the comparison between simulation and experiments.
The difference probably results from the fabrication process imperfection, and particu-
larly from the etching of the grating structure. As presented in chapter 2, the complete
etching of the corrugations was very hard to achieve, and the etching down inside the
grating openings were not perfect. the index modulation is however of the same order of
magnitude as the initially computed value.

Imaginary part modulation

The modulation amplitude of the imaginary part of the index was computed from the
absorption measurements discussed in the previous section. The relation between the
absorption losses and the imaginary part of the material index is exposed in [4] as the
following:

χ= 2ω

c
nI (5.6)
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Where χ is the absorption coefficient in cm−1, nI is the imaginary part of the index, c is
the light celerity and omega the angular frequency of the wave considered. The imag-
inary part of the index is thus obtained straight forwardly by simply reversing eq. 5.6.
The absorption values displayed in 5.3 cannot be taken as is however. Indeed, the losses
measured for the gain-coupled DFB lasers, even at first order, include losses stemming
from the roughness and imperfect aspects of the etched waveguide forming the laser cav-
ity. The losses of the metallic grating αM are thus obtained by subtracting losses obtained
from the Fabry-Perot αFP cavity to the GC first order DFB lasers αGC:

∆α= αGC −αFP (5.7)

The quantities are here expressed in dB/cm, the equivalent in linear unit is χ = 10αM/10.
It must however be noticed that the losses measured from our protocol αM is affected by
the duty cycle of the grating of 50%, and is related to the actual losses as can be seen on
figure 5.5.

Fig. 5.5. Schematic representation of the loss profile repartition through the cavity of gain coupled,
Fabry-Perot lasers and the amount of losses measured with our protocol.

The variation of the imaginary part of the index can thus be deduced from the variation of
cavity losses through equation 5.6. The resulting modulation obtained from this method
gives a modulation of the imaginary part of the index of 2.10−4. Similarly to the result ob-
tained for the modulation of the real part of the index, the exact value is less relevant than
the order of magnitude here also. This order of magnitude is smaller than what was pre-
viously obtained for the modulation of the index real part. As a reminder, the goal was to
reach a lower coupling from the metallic grating than for the dielectric one to reach lowest
losses, inherent to the metal absorption, while still exploiting the side modes attenuation.
Unfortunately, having highly unbalanced strength of metallic and dielectric gratings does
not promote PTS behavior, as the ideal PTS case requires equal real and imaginary index
modulations. On the other hand, complex-coupled DFB lasers resulting from the asso-
ciation of unbalanced imaginary and real index parts modulations demonstrate an im-
proved sustain in monomodality compared to IC DFB lasers, and lower threshold current
(see previous chapter).

5.2.4 Evaluation of the coupling constant of index-coupled DFB lasers

Several methods can be found in the literature to express the coupling coefficient from
the stop-band width of the laser under threshold. Unfortunately if such methods can
have good precision for AR coated lasers [5], or facet with very low reflectivity [6, 7], they
are by no means suitable for our cleaved facet lasers. Indeed, the very lineshape of the
stop-band has been seen to be impacted by the facet phase and reflectivity [8, 9, 10] of the
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index-coupled DFB laser, which is in agreement with our observations. Nevertheless, we
decided to apply a method of calculation of the coupling coefficient from the apparent
stop-band width, from the following equation at first order [3]:

κO1 =
√√√√(

πng∆λS

λ2
B

)2

−
(π

L

)2
(5.8)

Where κO1 is the coupling coefficient at first order, ng the group index, ∆λS the stop-
band width, λB the Bragg wavelength and L the laser cavity length. From the definition
of the free spectral range and considering that we are at the Bragg wavelength we have
ng =λ2

B/(2∆λFPL); ∆λFP being the Fabry-Perot mode spacing. Furthermore, the Fourier
series decomposition lead to the relation κO3=κO1/3, where κO3 is the coupling coefficient
at third order. By substitution into equation 5.8, we have:

κO3 = π

3L

√(
∆λS

∆λFP

)2

−1 (5.9)

To evaluate the reliability of this method, the results were compared to the following equa-
tion approximation obtained at third order from the coupling wave analysis [11, 12]:

κO3 = ∆n

3nmΛ
(5.10)

∆n being the index modulation amplitude, nm the mean of the high and low index present
in the grating, and Λ the Bragg period of the grating. With this approach, we evaluate the
coupling coefficient from the real part of the index modulation ∆n, obtained from the
comparison with the simulation results presented before.

Figure 5.6 presents the results obtained from the method involving the stop-band width
(black crosses), compared to the average coupling coefficient obtained from the variation
of the real part of the index (red line). The two approaches are in good agreement, both
showing a coupling constant between 4cm−1 to 10cm−1. The relatively low magnitude of
the coupling constant comes from the higher order of the grating involved.

5.2.5 Expression of non-reciprocal effects

As introduced in the first chapter of this manuscript, the expression of PT symmetry be-
yond exceptional point can lead to unidirectional behavior in the light propagation. In
particular, for the case of Parity-Time symmetric Bragg reflector such as our lasers, theo-
retical works proved that periodic gain or loss could affect the reflected light in one direc-
tion of the grating only. This characteristic can possibly improve the resistance of lasers
integrating PTS Bragg gratings to external optical feedback. This last point will be dis-
cussed in the next section of this chapter.

As the setup described at the beginning of this section is able to probe reflection and
transmission spectral characteristics of our lasers for a wide range of parameters, PT sym-
metric behavior should in theory be observable from the data we acquired.
The spectra comparison, however, can only be valid for equal or equivalent level of sig-
nal, and equal or equivalent contrast of Fabry-Perot fringes, otherwise the amplification
can be considered as an artifact, all the more because we operate t the edge of threshold,
just below. In the case where these conditions are met, the amplification or attenuation
levels of the incident wave in transmission or reflection can be discussed fairly. 5 laser
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Fig. 5.6. Coupling coefficient evaluated using two different approach: from the stop-band width
(cross) and from the index modulation (red dot)

bars, each with 7 lasers of different phase shift between metallic and dielectric gratings
were probed. Pure gain-coupled and index-coupled DFB lasers were also measured for
comparison.

Fig. 5.7. Example of transmission (blue) and reflection (red) spectrum showing asymetric amplifica-
tion. On left the reflection is amplified at a Bragg wavelength, while the reflection spectrum in the
opposite direction (right) is not.

Among the lasers tested under the protocol monitoring laser’s transmission and reflec-
tion spectrum, a few results displaying unidirectional amplification or attenuation of the
probe wave were observed. Figure 5.7 is a comparison reflected (blue) and transmitted
(red) waves amplitude in opposite directions (left and right figures). In this example, we
observe that a mode is amplified in reflection in one direction (left) when in the opposite
direction the reflection remains constant.
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On the global set of data acquired during this campaign, a total of 20 lasers presented
asymmetric amplification of light in reflection. Among this population, 17 were complex-
coupled DFB lasers, 2 were gain-coupled DFB, and 1 was an index-coupled DFB laser.
Though an apparent predominance of asymmetric behavior in the population of complex-
coupled DFB lasers, such a conclusion must be discussed. Indeed, a given bar of lasers
(also referred here as sample) gathers 3 index-coupled, 2 gain-coupled and 8 complex-
coupled DFB lasers. The fraction of CC DFB lasers showing asymmetric reflection with
regards to the total number of lasers having this effect is then almost strictly equal to the
proportion of these lasers among the total population. An accurate conclusion on the
asymmetric amplification is thus hard to find, other than saying that complex-coupled
and gain-coupled DFB lasers present equivalent asymmetric characteristics.

It is however interesting to note that a higher proportion of GC and CC DFB lasers present
a higher fraction of lasers with asymmetric amplification of reflection than IC ones. It
must furthermore be noted that purely gain or index coupled DFB lasers represent a par-
ticular case of parity-time symmetry, for which either the real or the imaginary part of the
index is modulated. One of the two components remaining equal to zero, the condition
of PT symmetry can be considered as fulfilled albeit trivially. One hypothesis to be con-
sidered is also the potential impact of the facet phase of metallic grating on the reflected
portion of the incident wave.

5.3 Conclusion on external probing of DFB lasers

Index-coupled, gain-coupled and complex-coupled DFB lasers were probed in passive
mode and at increasing current under threshold using and external tunable laser. The
data collected were the reflected and transmitted wave intensity over a wide spectrum, in
TE and TM mode.

From these measurements, we were first able to extract the absorption of the laser cavity,
given by the Fabry-Perot fringes amplitude, the real and imaginary part of index modula-
tion. These last two parameters were computed respectively by comparing the stop-band
width obtained from simulations and measurements, and by the total absorption of the
third order metallic grating. Results present a much higher real index modulation com-
pared to the imaginary part, with a difference of one order of magnitude. Whereas reach-
ing equal modulation of real and imaginary parts of index would foster PT symmetric
related behavior, having a stronger index modulation is beneficial to the laser operation,
as it reduces absorption along the cavity thus increasing the output power.

We were also very interested in probing our laser from an external source in order to ex-
hibit potential PT-symmetric effects. In particular, we were here looking for an asymmet-
ric amplification of the light in reflection, as expected by the theory. From the available
data set, the only viable observation that could be made was that similar proportion of
complex-coupled and gain-coupled DFB lasers presented desired asymmetric amplifica-
tion. It then remains unclear whether this observation originates from the PT-symmetry,
as GC DFB are a specific case of index-gain modulation, or from potential effects of facet
phase.
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5.4 Effect of external feedback on semiconductor lasers

5.4.1 Modeling of laser emission under external optical feedback

External feedback occurs when a laser is situated inside of a larger cavity, leading to the
presence of reflected wave entering the laser cavity itself. This situation can be seen as
a feedback loop on an amplifier type of engineering system. The amplification of the re-
flected wave of different oscillating frequency has drastic effect and often results in fluc-
tuations in the laser emission up to chaos.
In 1980, Lang and Kobayashi presented a model of the laser dynamics in the presence of
an external cavity [13]. Their model is based on the standard laser rate equation, and in-
cludes the presence of an additional external feedback term corresponding to the action
of the external cavity.

Fig. 5.8. Presentation of the laser inside the external cavity, and the reflected waves at each interface

5.4.2 Regimes of external feedback for long external cavities

When the length of the external cavity is inferior to the laser coherence length, the effects
of external optical feedback are rather weak. If the external cavity length is greater than
the coherence length of the laser however, optical external feedback can highly affect the
operation of semiconductor lasers. In this case of incoherent feedback, the major effects
are observed on the emission spectrum through the broadening of the laser linewidth and
the increase in the number of modes due to the presence of the external cavity. Depending
on the injection current, laser structure or feedback level, mode hopping, intensity fluc-
tuation and excess noise generation can be observed, deteriorating information transport
inside the optical communication system.

Intensity fluctuations have drastic impact on the operation of semiconductor lasers, as it
damages their modulation response, and external feedback is playing an important role in
the apparition of such fluctuations [14, 15, 16, 17, 18]. The presence of an external cavity
also very much impact the spectral response of the laser, and can result in the narrowing
of the emission [19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25], or on the contrary its broadening [22, 23], and
can even lead to coherence collapse of the laser radiation [26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31].

Among the effects of external feedback on the emission of our DFB lasers, we will be par-
ticularly interested in the spectral characteristic modifications and intensity fluctuations
that can occur in their output, which effects have been studied both experimentally and
theoretically. The particular analysis of Tkach and Chraplyvy [32], gives details of five
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regimes of feedback affecting the laser operation in different ways. The five regimes they
relate are:

• Regime I: For low levels of feedback, narrowing or broadening of the emission line
is observed. In this regime, the feedback sensitivity is dependent on the emission
return polarization.

• Regime II: For levels of feedback depending on the external cavity length, the broad-
ening observed at low level of feedback rate mutates into line splitting and mode
hopping. The magnitude of the splitting and hops depends on the strength of the
feedback and distance to the reflector.

• Regime III: With increasing feedback rate, its effects become independent of the ex-
ternal cavity length, mode hopping is suppressed and the laser operates on a single
narrow line. The laser stability of this regime is balanced with its low range in term
of feedback level. In case of fluctuations in feedback power, the laser finds itself
oscillating around this regime.

• Regime IV: This regime is also independent on the external cavity length. We here
observe the rise of satellite modes whose separation from one another and from
the main mode is equal to the relaxation frequency. The increase in feedback rate
leads a drastic increase in the laser linewidth. This regime, also called "coherent
collapse", is associated to a drastic reduction of the coherence length of the laser.

• Regime V: Among a certain level of feedback (typically -10dB), the laser operates in
external cavity configuration. The laser cavity is here considered to be composed
of the short active region together with the cavity created by the external reflector.
The laser is stable, and can reach a narrow linewidth. Because of the high amount
of feedback, this regime is often only reachable through the addition of an anti-
reflection coating to the laser facet.

This section is dedicated to the discussion around feedback resistance of the DFB lasers
fabricated under external feedback. This resistance will be evaluated from the point of
view of coherence collapse, the hallmark the fourth regime of feedback previously ex-
posed, whose effects are independent on the external cavity length, happening for a feed-
back rate from -50dB to -10dB and is characterized by a sudden and important broaden-
ing of the laser linewidth.

5.4.3 Coherence collapse

Among the different regimes of feedback, the Coherence Collapse (CCL) is the most haz-
ardous for laser operation. The drastic broadening of the laser linewidth associated to this
regime can be up to several gigahertz, and can be very detrimental to optical communi-
cation applications. In addition to the broadening of its linewidth, the optical link also
undergoes a strong degradation in its bit error rate [33]. This general effect of external re-
flections on the laser dynamics is particularly not compatible with applications requiring
low level of noise and/or proper control of the laser coherence.
Under the assumption of a long external cavity it was demonstrated that the emergence
of CCL under external feedback is independent of the external cavity length [34, 32], as
well as the feedback phase [35].
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The theoretical and experimental study of Lenstra et al. in 1985 [30] is very informative
on the subject of coherence collapse. In their rigorous work, the case of non coherent
feedback is exposed, and analytically modeled. The mathematical description relies on
the consideration that the coherence time in this case is not greater than the external
roundtrip time inside the cavity τ f . As a consequence, the phase differenceΦ(t )−Φ(t−τ f )
cannot be considered as small enough to be linearized. This is a key point of coherence
collapse, nonlinearities ought to play a large role.

5.4.4 Requirements for isolator-free operation

Before presenting the tolerances of optical network to external feedback, a semantic fore-
word must be told regarding the terms referring to light reentering the laser cavity. The
Optical Return Loss designated the light reflected inside the optical fiber system, at the
end-point of the coupling fiber. The optical feedback is defined as the light power in-
jected inside the cavity, taking into account the coupling losses between the lens and the
laser emission. These two quantities are represented on figure 5.9 and should not be con-
fused. Indeed, the optical return loss (ORL) as will be referred here is not representative
of the total amount of light that will interact in the laser cavity, as it does not take into
account the facet reflectivity or coupling between the fiber and the emission mode. Simi-
larly, the feedback rate referred to here, represents the fraction of light injected inside the
cavity, divided by the initial emission power.

Fig. 5.9. Emitted (P0), transmitted (P1) and reflected (P’1) Power in fiber optical network

The feedback rate γ and ORL ζ are defined as:

γ= P0

P′
0

(5.11a)

ζ= P1

P′
1

(5.11b)

Their logarithm versions, in dB, are related to each other to the coupling coefficient of the
mode into the fiber C, and to the facet reflectivity R2 as:

γ(dB) = ζ(dB)−2 ·C−2 ·10log

(
1

R2

)
(5.12)

As stated in the introduction of this chapter, the presence of feedback in optical networks
is very often unavoidable and constitute a major problem. The effects which occur when
a fraction of light is injected back into the laser, and which have been described above,
can be dramatic as regards the intensity and spectral stability of the laser.
The IEEE 802.3 standard for 10 Gbps transmission [36] impose the maximum return loss
tolerated through the optical path, and is very similar to its counterpart for 40GbPs [37]:

• 10GBASE-L standard: for optical section from 2m to 10km at λ=1300nm. This case
is limited to -12dB optical return losses.
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Fig. 5.10. Laser spectrum under coherence collapse. The blue curve is the mode at the onset of co-
herence collapse due to external feedback destabilisation, the red curve is the original lasing mode
spectral power density. Figure on the right hand side is a zoomed version of the initial mode repre-
sentation, the relaxation oscillation is visible in the blue curve

• 10GBASE-E standard: for optical section from 2m to 40km at λ=1550nm. This case
is limited to -21dB optical return losses.

The case of the Bragg wavelength corresponding to our design, 10GBASE-E, demands the
resistance to optical return loss of our laser to reach a minimum of -21dB for them to
be included in a long haul optical network without the use of isolator. This requirement
represents the target to reach for external feedback resistant lasers.

5.5 Experimental study of DFB lasers operation under ex-
ternal feedback

5.5.1 Experimental setup and configuration

The resistance of our lasers to external optical feedback was tested using the setup pre-
sented in figure 5.11. To best fit the working conditions of this type of devices, it was
chosen to couple the output emission inside fibers, and generate feedback internally as
would be the case for an optical network. In our setup, thanks to the fiber optic retrore-
flector and an optical attenuator, the amount of feedback injected back to the laser was
controlled. The power density spectrum of the main emission mode was monitored us-
ing a very high resolution (10pm) optical spectrum analyzer, cascaded with an isolator to
avoid the generation of unwanted feedback. The polarization of the feedback loop was
controlled using a manual fiber polarization controller, to find the most unstable con-
figuration. The feedback power was measured using a powermeter in the weak coupler
branch, as presented on the setup layout in figure 5.11.
Only single-longitudinal-mode lasers were tested under optical external feedback. The
protocol used to measure the resistance to external optical feedback was to capture the
main mode spectrum without any feedback with an OSA, and gradually increase the amount
of power fed back into the laser cavity. By monitoring the mode spectrum and comparing
it to the original measurement, we were able to detect the regime of coherence collapse.
Although it was not possible to measure the polarization of the light returning into the
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Fig. 5.11. Presentation of the setup used to test our lasers under external optical feedback

cavity, it remained possible to tune it for a given amount of feedback using the polariza-
tion controller.

5.5.2 Results and discussion

The resistance to external feedback of conventional and complex-coupled DFB lasers was
measured using the setup presented earlier. The lasers seem to be more resistant to ex-
ternal optical feedback as the injection current increases, as was previously reported for
bulk lasers [32]. Specifically, the feedback rate at the onset of coherence collapse increases
linearly with the current, and therefore with the emission power.

Index-Coupled DFB lasers

Figure 5.12 presents the feedback resistance of the fabricated 3rd order index-coupled
DFB lasers. Among the available samples, only few IC DFB lasers were in proper condi-
tion to be measured, as the monomode operation was not present over a wide enough
current range for all of them. The results obtained for the few remaining working lasers
are however very good, with resistance to Optical Return Losses above -20dB at almost
every injection current. This good resistance makes them compatible with the IEEE 802.3
standard for isolator free operation. Such good resistance can be surprising, but is in
good agreement with results reported in the literature [38]. Lowery [39] reported the ap-
pearance of coherence collapse in index-coupled DFB lasers with coupling constants of
κL = 3.0, for feedback rate of -27dB. This suggests that our kappa is high, although we ac-
knowledged that the comparison may be risky.
The variation of dielectric grating amplitude does not seem to impact the resistance of IC
DFB lasers to external feedback, as the data are quite similar along the associated laser
design number.

Gain-Coupled DFB lasers

In his theoretical study on the resistance to external feedback of gain-coupled DFB lasers,
Favre comes to the conclusion that the feedback sensitivity of GC DFB lasers is compara-
ble to that of IC DFB lasers for weak feedback ratio [40]. The conclusions of Alam et al.
on the subject are a somehow more contrasted [41], as they found that IC DFB lasers with
high coupling strength and λ/4 phase shift were less sensitive to external optical feedback
than GC DFB lasers.

Figure 5.13 presents the feedback sensitivity measured from GC DFB lasers working at first
(left) and third (right) order. The relative position between curves gives an insight of the
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Fig. 5.12. Resistance to external feedback of 250nm (b02), 500nm (b03) and 1 micron (b04) grating
amplitude IC DFB lasers

Fig. 5.13. Resistance to external feedback of first (b05) and thrid (b06) order GC DFB lasers

comparative feedback resistance between the lasers. The most resistant lasers have the
highest Optical Return Losses at Coherence Collapse. Results are comparable between
the two cases, although third order gratings tend to have less stability, and chaotic behav-
ior under external feedback. To our knowledge, no consistant study has been reported on
the resistance to external feedback of third order GC DFB lasers. As third order GC DFB
lasers were underperforming in terms of emission power and spectrum, they can not be
well represented here. The graphic on the right hand side shows that lasers tend to be
more resistant to external feedback as their cavity length is longer, which is consistent
with observation made in literature [35, 42]. The data presented in figure 5.12 and 5.13
show a much better feedback immunity for IC DFB lasers compared to their GC coun-
terpart, with typical increase in feedback resistance of 6dB to 12dB for IC DFB lasers for
similar cavity length.

Complex-Coupled DFB lasers

The resistance of Complex-Coupled DFB lasers to external optical feedback was tested
under the same protocol as conventional DFB lasers. We are here interested in observing
the added value of both gain and index coupling combination to the resistance to external
feedback, and potential asymmetry in this resistance depending on the gratings relative
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phase. Indeed, such behavior could be the expression of PT symmetric behavior of the
grating action, resulting from the difference in coupling between forward-to-backward
and backward-to-forward waves.
In their recent study, Ke et al. evaluate the effects of external optical feedback on a PT
symmetric DFB laser from the induced change in lasing wavelength, reduction in SMSR
and eye-diagram performances [43]. From the comparison with conventional IC, GC and
phase shifted IC DFB lasers, they found that PTS DFB lasers have an improved operation
under external optical feedback, judging by the three aforementioned criteria. One reason
argued to explained this improved resistance is that the asymmetry brought by the shift
between real and imaginary parts of index induces a weaker reflection, expected to have
less impact on the steady-state lasing condition.

Fig. 5.14. Resistance to external feedback of CC DFB lasers of difference cavity length

The global feedback rate tolerated by the CC DFB lasers is in the range of what was ob-
served previously on GC DFB lasers. However, the variation of feedback resistance among
the population of these lasers is quite high, few of them being poorly resistant with aver-
age ORL at CCL of around -35dB, when others are in good agreement with the isolator free
IEEE 802.3 standard, with ORL at CCL over -21dB.

Figure 5.14 is a good example of several samples showing a wide range of performances of
CC DFB lasers under external optical feedback, depending on their cavity length. The tol-
erated amount of returning light inside the cavity seems to increase with the cavity length
of the lasers. Such observation on the effect of cavity length on the tolerance of DFB and
FP lasers were already reported in the litterature [35, 42, 44].
Some lasers could be identified for their good resistance to external optical feedback. In-
deed, the bars measured within this work presented one or two lasers outperforming the
others in terms of feedback resistance, depending on the nominal phase shift between
gratings. A specific phase shift value between grating types thus seems to increase the im-
munity to external reflections. This observation underpins the idea of Ke et al. for which
one direction of external feedback propagation should be less detrimental for the laser
operation, due to the difference in reflection of the asymmetric grating. For those lasers,
the operation remains stable and coherent at higher feedback ratio values compared to
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GC DFB lasers. The isolator free requirement of -21dB ORL resistance is achieved for most
of them, throughout a large current range.

To test the hypothesis of feedback resistance due to the expression of PT-symmetry, the
lasers were tested with external reflection in both directions. The denominations "SU"
and "SD" refers to measurements performed on opposite facets, therefore corresponding
to external feedback propagation taking place in opposite directions.

Fig. 5.15. Resistance to external feedback of CC DFB lasers in opposite directions

Similarly to the discussion on spectral emission or its intensity, we were particularly in-
terested here in forming an indicator presenting the feedback resistance of our lasers, to
compare CC DFB lasers belonging to the same sample. As figure 5.16 shows, the linear
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representation of the ORL rate at the onset of coherence collapse of our lasers forms a
straight line vs (I-Ith), as previously observed on conventional GC DFB lasers [44]. As
steepest slopes are associated with better feedback resistance, it is thus a good indicator
to evaluate the resistance of our lasers to external optical feedback. We will thereafter
consider the slope as a figure of merit, and discuss the potential influence of the nominal
phase shift on the feedback resistance of the CC DFB lasers.

Fig. 5.16. Resistance to external feedback of first CC DFB lasers in opposite directions on linear scale

Unfortunately, from the repetition of measurements, manipulation and continuous op-
eration, a substantial number of lasers were damaged in the process of data acquisition.
To this can be added the fact that the resistance to external feedback of multimode lasers
were very often not measured, as these lasers were considered as not performing well
enough.
Consequently 4 devices remained for feedback resistance comparison: a_999, b_1980,
b_1291 and b_1080. If lasers of a_999 do not demonstrate any laser outperforming oth-
ers, with a good resistance of lasers to external feedback of 3 lasers, we observe that the
cases of b_1980, b_1291 and b_1080 are different. For these samples, one laser is much
more resistant to external feedback than its neighbors, with a slope of its ORL versus in-
tensity curve at least twice steeper than the rest of lasers belonging to the same sample.
Furthermore, the best performing lasers show an apparent unidirectional behavior, with
asymmetric feedback resistance.

The observed asymmetry possibly originates from the expression of Parity-Time symme-
try, as the difference in mode propagation impacts the amount of loss and gain seen by
the propagating mode. This hypothesis must however be nuanced as it was found that
DFB lasers can demonstrate variations in their resistance to external optical feedback de-
pending on their facet phase [45].

Figure 5.17 presents the evolution of the figure of merit discussed previously. The missing
laser numbers are associated with lasers that either stopped working or shown multimode
spectrum and/or low emission power. In the present case, b13_1291, a09_999, b09_1080,
b10_1080 and b11_1080 were multimode, and a11_999, b11_1980 were not working or
with very low output power. Here also, "SU" and "SD" denominations are labels corre-
sponding to the emission facet, and is similar for the entire data set.
Lasers b14_1080, b12_1291, and b07_1980 are the lasers most resistant to external feed-
back, with ORL slope twice as big as their neighbors. The difference of SU and SD emis-
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sion facets of the outperforming lasers impacts the ORL slope by a factor two. Laser b07_-
1980 is the most resistant laser measured, with ORL rate above -14dB at coherence col-
lapse.

Fig. 5.17. Figure of merit of feedback versus current characteristic for several samples of complex-
coupled DFB lasers

To evaluate the natural asymmetry of the feedback tolerance of CC DFB lasers, we com-
pare them to the corresponding conventional DFB lasers. Figure 5.18 presents the slope
value of the feedback versus current characteristic for IC (lasers 3 and 4), first (laser 5) and
third (laser 6) GC DFB. Samples of 1080µm, 1291µm and 1980µm cavity length are pre-
sented.

The 1980µm cavity length lasers present important differences between feedback direc-
tions with factor of up to 40 in linear scale, proving that asymmetry can be found in DFB
lasers with metallic or dielectric modulations alone. However, samples 1080 and 1291, of
shorter cavity length, show symmetric feedback performances with similar slope values
in both SU and SD cases.
Considering the small number of data, results should be considered carefully. Indeed, we
could on one hand consider that sample 1980 demonstrate systematic asymmetry, pos-
sibly arising from the cleaving of the sample, which could disqualify the sample of study.
In the meantime, b04_1291 and b03_1291 show relative asymmetry in their feedback re-
sistance as well. The symmetry in feedback resistance is then only found for b04_1080,
b05_1080, b06_1291 and b06_1291. The last two lasers being not tolerant to feedback,
they can also be disqualified.
Finally, in the light of our experiments, the asymmetry in feedback tolerance should not
be considered as the unambiguous expression of PT symmetry arising from the associa-
tion of metallic and index gratings. Further investigation should however be able to deter-
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Fig. 5.18. Comparison of slope values of feedback versus current characteristic for several samples of
index and gain-coupled DFB lasers depending on the direction

mine whether this unidirectional resistance can be attributed to PTS expression present
in all kinds of DFB lasers, or to asymmetric facet phases increasing the resistance in only
one direction.

5.6 Conclusion on the resistance to external feedback

External feedback can have a major impact on the operation of semiconductor lasers.
Among the large variety of potential effects, whose presence depends on external cavity
length and strength, coherence collapse is the most penalizing for the stability and purity
of the laser operation. When entering this regime of external feedback, the laser linewidth
broadens suddenly and drastically, and satellite modes emerge. We measured the resis-
tance to external optical feedback of the lasers previously fabricated, by evaluating the
amount of feedback requested to enter the regime of coherence collapse thanks to a ded-
icated setup.

From the data accumulated from our study, we observe that index-coupled DFB lasers are
very resistant to external optical feedback, withstanding feedback rates above the require-
ment for isolator free operation, dictated by standard IEEE 802.3. This can stem from a
the relatively high coupling coefficient coming from the magnitude of index modulation,
determined in the first part of this chapter. Gain-coupled DFB laser were found to be less
resistant to external feedback, and were in most cases unable to attain the requirements
for isolator-free operation. This observation can be explained by the difference in real and
imaginary parts of the index modulation, impacting the coupling coefficient. This discus-
sion finds echo in the literature, as it was reported that IC DFB lasers with high coupling
coefficient can be found to be more resistant to external feedback than their gain-coupled
counterparts [39].

Complex-coupled DFB lasers were demonstrated to operate under external optical feed-
back compared similarly to their conventional gain-coupled counterpart. The association
of real and imaginary parts of the material index does not seem to improve the feedback
resistance of such lasers above that of IC DFB lasers performances though.
The study the feedback resistance evolution versus the relative phase between metallic
and dielectric gratings shows that some lasers demonstrate a much higher resistance to
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externally originated light than others. For several bars, between one and three lasers
were found to have improved and asymmetric external feedback resistance, two poten-
tial signatures of the expression of Parity-Time symmetry. However, such differences of
resistance to feedback were also observed for both index-coupled and gain-coupled DFB
lasers. It is thus hard to conclude on an unambiguous relationship between the asymmet-
ric feedback resistance of our lasers and the expression of PT symmetry.

5.7 Conclusion of the chapter

In this chapter, in-depth measurements conducted on conventional and complex-coupled
DFB lasers were related. These measurements consisted in the probing of laser cavities
with external coherent light source and in the study of the external feedback resistance of
the lasers.

The external probing of laser cavities consisted in the measurement of the reflected and
transmitted wave intensity, under the illumination of our lasers by an external tunable
laser and with electrical injection a little below threshold. From these measurements,
it was found that real and imaginary parts of index modulations differed from one an-
other by an order of magnitude. If this difference does not improve the chance to witness
PT symmetry effects, it is however suitable for the fabrication of practical devices, for
which the amount of losses must be kept as low as possible, to show interesting opera-
tion. This investigation was also a good opportunity to exhibit potential PT symmetric
unidirectional amplification in the reflection of our gratings. Lasers with metallic grat-
ing were found to show asymmetric reflection amplification. Unfortunately, the avail-
able data set is not consistent enough to conclude on the predominance of this effect
in complex-coupled DFB lasers with certainty. Further investigations integrating facet
phase, or the exact relative phase between gratings real and imaginary components are
required to avoid misreadings of the results.

Our lasers were then tested under external feedback, to measure their tolerance under
the action of returning light inside the cavity. It was observed that the resistance to exter-
nal optical feedback is improved with longer cavity length, and index-coupled DFB lasers
were much more resistant then their gain-coupled equivalent. Though this might seem
surprising, similar observations are reported in the literature for IC DFB lasers with high
coupling constant.
By studying the resistance to external feedback of CC DFB lasers belonging to the same
laser bar, substantial differences were observed in the amount of feedback tolerated by
the lasers depending on their grating relative phase. CC DFB lasers with enhanced toler-
ance to external optical feedback were measured, with coherence collapse appearing for
feedback ratio higher than 6dB above GC DFB lasers values. Beside this variation in feed-
back resistance, the most resistant lasers were also found to be more tolerant in a given
direction. Although, it was again not possible to attribute this signature to the simulta-
neous presence of metallic and dielectric gratings, as similar results could be found on IC
and GC DFB lasers.

with respect to our general target and to the rationale of this thesis work, few complex-
coupled DFB lasers were found to operate with both an increased resistance to external
feedback, as well as an asymmetric amplification of the light in reflection. These two
signatures can be thought to originate from the expression of Parity-Time symmetry, for
specific gratings relative phase. This result is particularly interesting, as we previously
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found that specific relative phase shift could be associated to a higher emission power
and improved SMSR value. In particular, lasers previously reported for their remarkable
performances showed good feedback resistance and asymmetry.
However, similar asymmetry in feedback tolerance could be found in so-called purely
index or gain-coupled DFB lasers. Though these observations are not in contradiction
with the involvement of PTS -as such gratings represent specific cases of PT-symmetry for
which one of the index modulation component is equal to zero-, facet phases can also
impact the effects of external radiation on the laser cavity. To dismiss this argument or
otherwise clarify the situation, further in-depth study needs to be performed, with either
known or suppressed facet phases.
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Conclusions and perspectives

During this work, we investigated the design, fabrication and characterization of complex-
coupled (CC) distributed feedback (DFB) lasers, with the ambition to apply the concept of
Parity-Time symmetry for practical devices. Because of fabrication constraints, the lasers
were designed to operate at third order and for different wavelengths covering the optical
gain spectrum in the 1.55µm fiber optic window. The index modulation was brought for
the real part by the corrugation of the laser waveguide, and for its imaginary part by an
absorbing metallic grating.

The effective indices, determining the Bragg period, were calculated using a modal ap-
proach. A simple model built from successive layers inducing the real and imaginary
part of the index periodic variation was simulated using Ables matrix method. The mode
evolution of conventional index and gain coupled (IC and GC respectively), as well as
complex-coupled (CC) DFB lasers were simulated using this formalism, showing the mode
selection inside the laser cavity. The study of the effects the relative phase between real
and imaginary parts of the material index (supposedly corresponding to the phase dif-
ference between the two gratings) has on the modes inside the laser cavity revealed the
existence of an asymmetric response in the case both indices components are not in or
out of phase. The particular phase shift of a quarter of a grating period is of great inter-
est, as the asymmetry is strongest. In absence of facet reflections, coherent unidirectional
amplification is even possible. Despite the interest raised by this rigorous application of
PT-symmetry, the choice was made to focus on the objective to realize a high perform-
ing laser. Throughout this work we had to deal with laser facet reflections and unbal-
anced real and imaginary parts of the index because of the high absorption brought by
the metallic grating.
It was hence decided to achieve complex-coupled DFB lasers with stronger dielectric grat-
ing and limited loss induced metallic grating. Series of 8 CC DFB lasers with 1/8 grating
phase shift increment were fabricated, to ease fabrication tolerances and monitor the ef-
fect of the relative phase on laser emission. A set of conventional index and gain coupled
DFB lasers was appended to the fabrication process, to serve as control samples and help
determine the gratings characteristics.

The fabrication process was carried out at C2N, and involved standard building blocks for
Photonic Integrated Circuits (PIC) fabrication, relying mainly on electron-beam lithogra-
phy, Induced Coupled Plasma (ICP) etching and optical lithography to name but a few.
The main challenge of the fabrication process was the development of an ICP etching
process optimized for the definition of a corrugated waveguide. The issue was then to
achieve low roughness vertical sidewalls inside narrow trenches of opening width down
to 360nm. Two processes gave good results with Cl2 and HBr based etching chemistry. For
gas availability reasons, the HBr process was used to etch the final sample.

The light current (LI) characteristic and optical spectrum of the devices was investigated.
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Index-coupled DFB lasers gave the lower threshold and higher output power, with thresh-
old currents ranging from 20mA to 25mA, and output power at 200mA over 15mW. Third
order gain-coupled lasers were found to be comparatively less performant than their first
order counterpart, owing to the increased absorption brought by the interaction of third
order loss grating with the cavity standing wave. A significant amount of the third or-
der GC DFB lasers were not able to reach laser emission due to this increase in cavity
losses. Interestingly, despite this high absorption, the third order complex-coupled DFB
laser demonstrated light current characteristics comparable to first order gain-coupled
DFB laser, with typical threshold currents of 50mA to 70mA, and output power at 200mA
ranging from 7mW to 12mW. The variation of the light current characteristics of CC DFB
lasers follows a pattern, which can be linked to the variation of the overlap between the
metallic and dielectric grating.
The laser spectrum was measured in continuous wave operation, for injection currents
ranging from 20mA to 250mA and above. The best single frequency operation was ob-
tained from first order GC and third order CC DFB lasers, where the monomodality was
maintained for current above 250mA, with very high Side Mode Suppression Ratio (SMSR)
exceeding 50dB. The nominal gratings relative phase seemed to impact the SMSR value
of the lasers, as a pattern emerged in the CC DFB lasers population. On the other hand,
IC DFB lasers could not stand injection current above 150mA while maintaining a single
frequency operation.

From our observations, the combination of gain and index grating results in the improve-
ment of light current characteristic, reaching lower threshold and higher output power
compared to standard third order GC DFB lasers, as well as single-frequency operation,
with higher monomode stability in terms of injection current range compared to third
order IC DFB lasers.

The transmission and reflection response of the fabricated lasers were probed under an
external tunable laser. From these sub-threshold measurements, the cavity losses could
be computed, from which the modulation magnitude of the imaginary part of the index
∆nIm could be deduced. From the comparison with the simulations results, the width of
the stop band led to the determination of the modulation magnitude of the real part of
the index ∆nRe . The difference between modulation of index components reached one
order of magnitude with values of 2.10−3 and 2.10−4 for respectively ∆nRe and ∆nIm . The
same experimental setup was used to monitor the reflection and transmission character-
istics of the laser cavities in both propagation directions. Unidirectional amplification of
reflection was observed for GC and CC DFB lasers in equal proportions. This effect can be
the signature of PT-symmetry in CC and GC DFB lasers, though facet phase reflection can
interfere with the measurements. Furthermore, simulation results showed the possibility
of relative asymmetric amplification as soon as metallic and index gratings are neither in
nor out of phase, which hence should not be attributed to PT-symmetry alone.

One of the assets of PT-symmetry in its application to DFB lasers is the asymmetric loss
profile seen by a contra-propagative wave. This property can be seen as a powerful tool to
avoid the dramatic impact of external feedback reflections, causing drastic degradation
of the laser coherence and stability. The robustness of gain, index and complex-coupled
DFB lasers with varying phase shift between grating types was tested against external op-
tical feedback in both propagation directions, by determination of the onset of Coherence
Collapse (CCL). If the feedback resistance of CC DFB lasers was improved with regards to
their gain-coupled counterparts, index-coupled DFB lasers were found to be the most re-
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sistant lasers under external feedback, with onset of CCL above the –21dB IEEE standard
requirement for isolator-free operation. From our observations, the combination of loss
and index gratings does not improve the resistance of DFB lasers to external optical feed-
back with regards to the performances obtained from IC DFB lasers. However, our data
show that the nominal relative phase between metallic and dielectric gratings impacts the
onset of CCL, as one or two feedback tolerant lasers emerged from the CC DFB lasers of
a same bar. Further investigation must be conducted to determine the importance of the
role played by facet reflections and facet phase on the resistance of our lasers to external
optical feedback, and the asymmetry of this resistance.

The perspective of this work would consist in fabricating complex-coupled DFB lasers op-
erating at first order. This idea is motivated by the difference observed in emission char-
acteristics of first and third order GC DFB lasers, as higher output power, lower threshold,
and stable single frequency operation was observed at first order and unsatisfactory at
third order. The main challenge remains technological, in particular for the etching of
short period index grating. To avoid such complications, index and loss grating of respec-
tively first and third orders can be fabricated, hence avoiding technological complication.
An additional work can be conducted on the observation of PT-symmetric effects in ab-
sence of facet reflections. The laser operation would not be possible due to insufficient
internal feedback but asymmetric amplification in reflection could be demonstrated.
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Appendix A

Abeles Matric model for the simulation of
modes inside the laser cavity

A.1 Abeles Matrix Formalism

To introduce Abeles formalism we start with the example of a plane wave falling on a
single layer i of index ni . The geometry is presented figure A.1, the layer is situated at
z between 0 and zmax , and considered as infinite along x and y axis. The plane wave of
pulsation ω is falling at normal incidence, traveling along Oz.

Fig. A.1. Presentation of the system geometry

Inside the layer, electric and magnetic fields~E and~H are parallel to Ox and Oy respectively
and can be written as:

~E = Ex(z)e− jωt~i (A.1)

~H = Hy (z)e− jωt~j (A.2)

Where~i and ~j are the unitary vectors along Ox and Oy respectively. Maxwell’s equations
inside the layer give:
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dEx

d z
= jµiωHy (A.3)

dHy

d z
= jεiωEx (A.4)

Where εi and µi are the permittivity and permeability of the medium of layer i. By noting
ki =niω/c where c is the speed of light, we can write the differential equation satisfied by
Ex(z) inside layer i:

d 2Ex

d z2
+k2

i Ex = 0 (A.5)

The general solution of the differential equation is of the following kind:

~Ex(z, t ) = (Ae− j (ωt−ki z) +Be− j (ωt+ki z))~i (A.6)

This represent the superposition of two plane waves propagating in opposite directions
along Oz. The derivation of this solution and its injection in Maxwell’s equation gives:

~Hy (z, t ) = ηi (Ae− j (ωt−ki z) −Be− j (ωt+ki z))~j (A.7)

With ηi =ki /µ0ω, µ0 being the vacuum permeability. Particularly, by looking at initial con-
dition at z=0:

Ex(0) = A+B (A.8)

Hy (0) = ηi (A−B) (A.9)

The association of equation A.6 and A.7 gives:{
ηi Ex(z)+Hy (z) = 2ηi Ae j ki z

ηi Ex(z)−Hy (z) = 2ηi Be− j ki z (A.10)

Which leads to the formulation of A and B as:{
A = 1

2 (Ex(z)+ Hy (z)
ηi

)e− j ki z

B = 1
2 (Ex(z)− Hy (z)

ηi
)e j ki z

(A.11)

By replacing the expression of A and B in equation A.8, we obtain:{
Ex(0) = 1

2 Ex(z)(e− j ki z +e j ki z)+ 1
2

Hy (z)
ηi

(e− j ki z −e j ki z)

Hy (0) = ηi
2 Ex(z)(e− j ki z −e j ki z)+ 1

2 Hy (z)(e− j ki z +e j ki z)
(A.12)

Which can be expressed as:{
Ex(0) = 1

2 Ex(z)cos(ki z)− j
Hy (z)
ηi

sin(ki z)

Hy (0) =− jηi Ex(z)sin(ki z)+Hy (z)cos(ki z)
(A.13)

The matrix formulation linking (Ex(0),Hy (0)) and (Ex(z),Hy (z)) is then:(
Ex(0)
Hy (0)

)
=

(
cos(ki z) − j

ηi
sin(ki z)

− jηi sin(ki z) cos(ki z)

)(
Ex(z)
Hy (z)

)
= Mi (z)

(
Ex(z)
Hy (z)

)
(A.14)
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Similarly, at any point z’ of the layer i as 0 < z’ < zmax and z’ 6=z, we obtain:(
Ex(0)
Hy (0)

)
= Mi (z ′)

(
Ex(z ′)
Hy (z ′)

)
(A.15)

Mi (z)

(
Ex(z)
Hy (z)

)
= Mi (z ′)

(
Ex(z ′)
Hy (z ′)

)
(A.16)

Mi (z)

(
Ex(z)
Hy (z)

)
= Mi (z ′)

(
Ex(z ′)
Hy (z ′)

)
(A.17)

Both matrix can then be associated:(
Ex(z)
Hy (z)

)
= M−1

i (z)Mi (z ′)
(

Ex(z ′)
Hy (z ′)

)
(A.18)

As M−1
i (z) =

(
cos(ki z) j

ηi
sin(ki z)

jηi sin(ki z) cos(ki z)

)
= Mi (−z), by replacing in the previous equation

we obtain:

(
Ex(z)
Hy (z)

)
=

(
cos(ki z) j

ηi
sin(ki z)

jηi sin(ki z) cos(ki z)

)(
cos(ki z ′) − j

ηi
sin(ki z ′)

− jηi sin(ki z ′) cos(ki z ′)

)(
Ex(z ′)
Hy (z ′)

)
(A.19)

We finally obtain:(
Ex(z)
Hy (z)

)
=

(
cos(ki (z ′− z)) − j

ηi
sin(ki (z ′− z))

− jηi sin(ki (z ′− z)) cos(ki (z ′− z))

)(
Ex(z ′)
Hy (z ′)

)
(A.20)

And gives us the transfer matrix formulation of electric and magnetic fields, for the prop-
agation of a plane wave inside a medium i:(

Ex(z)
Hy (z)

)
= Mi (z ′− z)

(
Ex(z ′)
Hy (z ′)

)
(A.21)

A.1.1 Application of Abeles matrix method to PT-symmetric structure

The formulation presented in the appendix gives access to the field at any point of a layer,
knowing the medium and incident wave characteristics. We can now apply the same prin-
ciple to a stack of multiple layers, each of different index but of similar width, as presented
figure A.2.
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Fig. A.2. Presentation of the system of stacked layers

In this case, we can write:

(
Ex(0)
Hy (0)

)
= M1(z1)

(
Ex(z1)
Hy (z1)

)
(A.22)(

Ex(z1)
Hy (z1)

)
= M2(z2 − z1)

(
Ex(z2)
Hy (z2)

)
(A.23)

Consequently: (
Ex(0)
Hy (0)

)
= M1(z1)M1(z2 − z1)

(
Ex(z2)
Hy (z2)

)
(A.24)

As result, the expression of the field at any interface of layer N at point zN satisfies the
condition: (

Ex(0)
Hy (0)

)
=

N∏
i=1

Mi (h)

(
Ex(zN)
Hy (zN)

)
(A.25)

Where N is an integer, N∈[1,4], and h is the layer width.
Similarly, applying the concept in equation A.22, the field inside a given layer N at position
z, where zN−1 < z < zN, satisfies the condition:

(
Ex(zN−1)
Hy (zN−1)

)
= MN(z − zN−1)

(
Ex(z)
Hy (z)

)
(A.26)(

Ex(0)
Hy (0)

)
=

N−1∏
i=1

Mi (h)

(
Ex(zN−1)
Hy (zN−1)

)
(A.27)

We now have: (
Ex(0)
Hy (0)

)
=

(
N−1∏
i=1

Mi (h)

)
MN(z − zN−1)

(
Ex(z)
Hy (z)

)
(A.28)

We can interestingly obtain the field at position z by reversing the expression:(
Ex(z)
Hy (z)

)
= MN(zN−1 − z)

(
N−1∏
i=1

MN−i (−h)

)(
Ex(0)
Hy (0)

)
(A.29)
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With Mi (z) =
(

cos(ki z) − j
ηi

sin(ki z)

− jηi sin(ki z) cos(ki z)

)
; ki =ni /(ωc) and ηi =ki /(µ0ω).

The electric and magnetic fields in z < 0 are a superposition of incident and reflected
waves, and for z > 8h , only the transmission remains. We thus have:

{
Ex(0) = I+R ; Hy (0) = η0(I−R)

Ex(4h) = T ; Hy (4h) = η0T
(A.30)

We consider here that the stack of layers is in vacuum, initial and final medium are then
characterized by η=1/(µ0c). We can then write the following equation for a stack of 8
layers: (

I+R
η0(I−R)

)
=

8∏
i=1

Mi (h)

(
T
η0T

)
(A.31)

From this formulation, and by noting that product of the transfer matrices of the 8 layers
will be a matrix composed of coefficient mi j with (i,j)∈{1,2}2, we thus have the following
set of equation connecting the incident, reflected and transmitted waves:

{
I+R = m11T+m12η0T

η0(I−R) = m21T+m22η0T
(A.32)

A.1.2 Simulation of plane waves propagation through PT-symmetric stack
of layers

In the previous section we were able to express a relation between incident, reflected and
transmitted component of a plane wave traveling through a stack of 8 layers. In this sec-
tion, we use this demonstration to simulate the propagation of a plane wave through a
photonic crystal presenting a modulation of both real and imaginary parts of the index.
The previous 8 layers stack is considered to be a single period of the grating, and each of
these layers parameters can be tuned independently.

This way, a grating composed of the modulation of the refractive index as well as a mod-
ulation of gain and loss can be implemented through the real part and imaginary part of
the material index. As one period is composed of 8 layers, 8 phase shifts between the real
and imaginary index modulations can be built. Figure A.3 present the grating geometry,
and examples of index components modulations that can be implemented.
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Fig. A.3. Presentation of the structure used for the simulation of transmitted and reflected waves.
The grating is composed of a repetition 8 layers of the same width in which the index magnitude can
be tuned independently.

The structure described above can be used to simulate the transmission and reflection
properties of a grating composed of a modulation of both real and imaginary parts of
the index of a material. Being able to simulate 8 phase shifts is of great interest for us
as it is related to the design we decided to fabricate, and that will be dealt with in the
next chapter. In order for these simulation to fit with the condition in which such Parity-
Time Symmetric Distributed FeedBack (PTS DFB) lasers would be measured, it is also
important to take into account the effects the cleaving will have on the transmitted and
reflected waves.

The final model, presented figure A.4, is then decomposed in 3 parts: one is the core of
the grating, having a whole number of grating periods, surrounded by two complemen-
tary pieces representing the laser facets. The width of facet pieces can be tuned from 0
to a full period length, each facet will therefore be potentially composed of an incom-
plete structure. This way any case of cleaving can be presented, and the grating can be
asymmetric.
In this model, the dimensions of the core and facet is computed from the total length and
the facet fraction, representing the length of the facet zones in unit of a grating period.
The resulting transfer matrix of our model is:

MG = ML(hi n)

(
NG∏
i=1

MC(hC)

)
MR(hout ) (A.33)

ML, MR, hi n and hout are here the matrix and width of the left and right facets respectively,
MC and hC are the the matrix and width of the grating core. The transfer matrix of the left
and right facet can be decomposed as following:{

ML(hi n) = Mα(hi n − (8−α)h)
(∏8

i=α+1 Mi (h)
)

if hi n > h

ML(hi n) = M8(hi n) if hi n < h
(A.34)
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Fig. A.4. Architecture of the model used to simulate the PT-symmetric grating. Left and right facet
are composed of an array of the 8 structures in which lies the origin and extremity of the grating. The
core is composed of an whole number of Bragg periods composed of the 8 structures entirely.

{
MR(hout ) = (∏Ω−1

i=1 Mi (h)
)

MΩ(hout − (8−Ω)h) if hout > h

MR(hout ) = M1(hout ) if hout < h
(A.35)

Where α and Ω are the number label of input and output structures, with (α,Ω)∈{1,8}2.
They can be mathematically determined using:{

α= 8−|hi n
h |

Ω= |hout
h +1| (A.36)

Reflection and transmission coefficient of our grating are defined as:{
r = R

I

t = T
I

(A.37)

I, R T are the amplitudes of respectively the incident, reflected and transmitted waves, r
and t are the reflection and transmission coefficient of the grating. MG being a 2*2 matrix,
we can label its components as mi j , with (i,j)∈{1,2}2. We can now compute the reflection
and transmission coefficient r and t using equation A.32, we obtain:

r = 2

m11 +m12η0 + m21
η0

+m22
(A.38)

t =
m11 +m12η0 − m21

η0
−m22

m11 +m12η0 + m21
η0

+m22
(A.39)

Where η0=n0/µ0c, with n0 as the refractive index of the external medium. In terms of r
and t, the reflectivity and transmissivity are:

R = |r |2 (A.40)

T = |t |2 (A.41)

The phases δr and δt are respectively the phase change in reflection and the phase change
in transmission. They are expressed as:

δr = tan(argr ) (A.42)

δt = tan(arg t ) (A.43)
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Appendix B

Emission characteristics of lasers
operating at 1.55µm and 1.53µm
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1.53µM

Fig. B.1. Threshold current and output power at 200mA of complex-coupled DFB lasers designed to
operate at 1.53 microns versus the nominal gratings phase shift.
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1.53µM

Fig. B.2. Threshold current and output power at 200mA of complex-coupled DFB lasers designed to
operate at 1.55 microns versus the nominal gratings phase shift.
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Appendix C

Résumé long en français

Ce manuscrit de thèse décrit mon travail, effectué de 2015 à 2018 au sein des groupes
CRIME et PHODEV, du département photonique du Centre de Nanosciences et de Nan-
otechnologie (C2N). Durant cette période, j’ai travaillé à la conception, fabrication ainsi
qu’à l’étude de lasers à rétroaction distribuée (appelés aussi lasers DFB) par un couplage
complexe (CC). Du fait de contraintes de fabrications, ces lasers ont été conçus pour fonc-
tionner au troisième ordre et pour quatre longueurs d’onde différentes dont la fenêtre est
centrée autour de 1.55µm. La modulation de la partie réelle de l’indice est apportée par
la structuration en corrugations du guide d’onde des lasers, et la modulation de la partie
imaginaire est apportée par un réseau métallique absorbant.

Les indices effectifs, permettant le calcul de la période de Bragg, ont été determinés par
une méthode modale. Le comportement des modes dans la cavité a été étudié grâce à
la méthode matricielle dite d’Ables, reposant sur une succession de couches modulant
les parties réelle et imaginaire de l’indice du matériau. Les conséquences du déphasage
entre les deux composantes de l’indice, lié au déphasage des deux réseaux mentionnés
plus haut, ont été particulièrement étudiées à cette occasion. Les résultats montrent une
asymétrie dans la réponse du réseau à couplage complexe dès lors que les deux réseaux de
perte et d’indice ne sont ni en phase ni hors phase. Le cas particulier d’un déphasage de
π/2 entre ces deux réseaux démontre une asymétrie maximale voire même une amplifi-
cation unidirectionnelle cohérente en réflexion en l’absence de réflexion aux facettes. Ce
cas très intéressant de symétrie Parité-Temps (PT) étant très compliqué à obtenir, je me
suis focalisé sur la réalisation de lasers à couplage complexe les plus performants pos-
sibles. Pour cette raison, il fût décidé de travailler avec un minimum de pertes et des
facettes clivées. Les lasers produits ont alors une amplitude de modulation d’indice réelle
plus élevée que pour la partie imaginaire.
Des séries de 8 lasers DFB à couplage complexe ont été fabriquées, différenciées par un
incrément de phase de 1/8 de période entre deux lasers consécutifs. Cet incrément de
phase permet de s’affranchir en partie des contraintes de fabrication, ainsi que d’étudier
l’influence de la phase relative entre les réseaux sur les performances des lasers. Des lasers
DFB à couplage par l’indice et à couplage par le gain ont été ajoutés au processus de fab-
rication, de façon à pouvoir extraire les caractéristiques des deux réseaux impliqués, ainsi
que pour en comparer les performances.

Les lasers furent fabriqués au C2N, grâce aux techniques de fabrications classiques du do-
maine de la photonique intégrée, en particulier la lithographie par faisceaux d’électrons,
la gravure sèche et la lithographie optique pour n’en citer que quelques-unes. La princi-
pale difficulté rencontrée lors de la fabrication a été le développement d’un processus
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de gravure permettant d’obtenir un réseau d’indice à corrugation avec une géométrie
contrôlée. En particulier, il a été difficile d’atteindre une faible rugosité de gravure, ainsi
que des flancs de gravures verticaux à l’intérieur des corrugations rectangulaires, celles-ci
ayant une ouverture réduite autour de 320nm. Deux recettes de gravure à base Chlorée ou
de Bromure d’Hydrogène donnèrent de bons résultats. Pour des raisons de disponibilité
de gaz, la gravure à base HBr a été utilisée pour la gravure des lasers étudiés ici.

Dans un premier temps, la caractéristique courant/puissance ainsi que le spectre optique
des lasers fabriqués ont été mesurés. Les meilleurs résultats en terme de puissance et de
courant de seuil sont obtenus pour des lasers DFB à réseau d’indice classiques, avec des
courants de seuil compris entre 20mA et 25mA, et une puissance à 200mA supérieure
à 15mW. Les lasers DFB troisième ordre à couplage par les pertes sont moins perfor-
mants que leur équivalent fonctionnant au premier ordre, du fait de l’interaction du mode
avec le réseau de pertes dans la cavité, qui accroit les pertes lorsqu’il est au 3ème ordre.
Une part significative des lasers DFB 3ème ordre à réseau de pertes ne montrent pas de
régime laser, et ne purent donc pas être mesurés plus en profondeur. De façon intéres-
sante, en dépit d’une forte absorption par le réseau métallique, les lasers DFB 3ème or-
dre à couplage complexe ont des performances courant/puissance similaires aux lasers
DFB 1er ordre à couplage par les pertes, avec des courants de seuil de l’ordre de 50mA
à 70mA, et une puissance à 200mA variant de 7mW à 12mW. L’évolution des caractéris-
tiques courant/puissance laisse penser que les performances des lasers sont corrélées à
la phase relative entre les réseaux. Cette observation se justifie par l’émergence de lasers
ayant un seuil plus faible et une puissance plus élevée à courant égal. De plus, l’évolution
des performances de ces lasers en fonction du déphasage nominal entre les réseaux sem-
ble se faire suivant un motif précis. Ce motif est semblable à celui suivi par le recouvre-
ment des réseaux d’indice et de pertes, lui-même corrélé à l’absorption du mode.
Le spectre des lasers fut mesuré sous courant continu, pour des courants variant de 20mA
à 250mA et au-delà. Les lasers DFB 1er ordre à couplage par les pertes et 3ème ordre à
coulage complexe ont un fonctionnement monomode robuste, restant monomode au-
delà de 250mA, avec un taux de réjection des modes secondaires supérieur à 50dB. La
phase relative nominale semble également jouer un rôle sur les performances spectrales,
puisqu’un motif est également visible au sein de la population des lasers à couplage com-
plexe. Les lasers à couplage par l’indice, bien que monomodes, résistent moins bien à des
courants plus élevés et deviennent multimodes pour des courants d’injection dépassant
150mA.

Ce premier travail a permis de démontrer que la combinaison d’un réseau à couplage par
l’indice et d’un réseau à couplage par les pertes améliore la caractéristique courant/ puis-
sance par rapport aux lasers à couplage par les pertes seul, ainsi qu’un fonctionnement
monomode à des courants d’injection plus élevés.

Dans un second temps, les lasers ont été sondés par un laser accordable externe, pour
extraire les profils de transmission et réflexion des différents types de cavité. Les pertes
des différentes cavités ont ainsi été mesurées à partir de ces mesures sous le seuil. La
variation de la partie imaginaire de l’indice ∆nIm a été évaluée à partir de la mesure de
pertes établie pour les lasers DFB 1er ordre à couplage par les pertes. La variation de la
partie réelle de l’indice ∆nRe a quant à elle été déterminée en confrontant les mesures
de la largeur de stop-band les résultats obtenus par simulation. Les résultats obtenus
pour chacune de ces amplitudes de modulation diffèrent d’un ordre de grandeur, avec
respectivement 2.10−3 et 2.10−4 pour ∆nRe et ∆nIm . Utilisant ce protocole expérimental,
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il a également été possible de comparer les spectres d’amplification de chacun des lasers
dans les deux directions de propagation. Malheureusement, les résultats n’ont pas per-
mis de mettre en évidence un phénomène important d’amplification unidirectionnelle en
réflexion, signature de la symétrie PT. Plus exactement, ce phénomène d’amplification en
réflexion a pu être observé dans les populations de lasers DFB à couplage par les pertes
et à couplage complexe en proportions égales. Il est donc possible que le couplage par
les pertes, cas particulier de symétrie PT, puisse engendrer cette amplification unidirec-
tionnelle en réflexion. Il est possible également que les réflexions et phases aux facettes
interfèrent dans la mesure.

Un des avantages de la symétrie PT appliquée aux laser DFB est le profil de pertes asymétrique
vue par deux ondes contra-propagatives. Ce principe représente un outil puissant perme-
ttant d’atténuer l’impact dévastateur que peut avoir le retour optique dans la cavité laser,
cause d’une dégradation importante de la cohérence et de la stabilité du laser. Les résis-
tances au retour optique des lasers à couplage par l’indice, par les pertes et à couplage
complexe ont été évaluées dans chacune des directions de propagation, suivant le critère
de l’effondrement de la cohérence. Les meilleurs résultats sont obtenus pour les lasers à
couplage par l’indice, avec une résistance au retour optique supérieur à celle édictée dans
la norme IEEE établie à -21dB de taux de retour optique. Les lasers à couplage complexe
n’ont donc pas permis d’obtenir une amélioration de la résistance au retour optique de
nos lasers DFB. En revanche, une évolution est visible dans la résistance au feedback des
lasers à couplage complexe en fonction de la phase relative nominale existant entre leurs
deux réseaux. Cette différence s’établie tant en terme de performance qu’en terme de
dissymétrie. Certains lasers présentent une résistance au retour optique accrue dans une
direction. Toutefois, cette dissymétrie dans la résistance au retour optique est également
visible pour des lasers DFB à couplage par l’indice, laissant également penser à un effet
de phase aux facettes.

Les perspectives à venir de ce travail consistent principalement à étudier des lasers à cou-
plage complexe similaires fonctionnant au premier ordre. Les simulations montrent en
effet que les résultats attendus au premier ordre permettent une meilleure discrimina-
tion de mode que ceux du 3ème ordre. De ce fait, le principal défi reste technologique, et
repose principalement sur la gravure d’un réseau d’indice à période encore plus courte.
Pour réduire cette contrainte, le réseau 3ème ordre peut être conservé et associé à un
réseau métallique qui lui serait conçu au 1er ordre. Le problème de la phase au facettes
doit être également traité. Une première étape pourrait consister en un traitement spéci-
fique des facettes.
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Titre : Application du concept de symétrie Parité-Temps à l’optique intégrée. 
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Résumé : Le développement des systèmes photoniques au 
cours des dernières décennies, rendu possible par 
l’évolution des technologies de nanofabrication, a vu 
l’apparition de nouveaux matériaux synthétiques tels que 
les cristaux photoniques, les métamatériaux, les plasmons 
de surface, et plus récemment les structures dites « à 
symétrie Parité-Temps ». La caractéristique de ces derniers 
matériaux synthétiques est que bien qu’ils soient décrits par 
un Hamiltonien non-Hermitien, leurs valeurs propres 
peuvent toutefois être réelles. En optique plusieurs 
phénomènes physiques sont connus pour la ressemblance 
des équations les décrivant, avec l’expression de ce type 
d’Hamiltonien en mécanique quantique.  C’est le cas des 
équations de modes couplés dans les lasers DFB. 
Ce travail de thèse a porté sur la conception, fabrication et 
étude de lasers DFB à couplage complexe, dans l’optique 
d’appliquer le principe de symétrie Parité Temps (PT) à un 
composant fonctionnel. Ces lasers sont combinent un réseau 
par l’indice et par les pertes, avec un déphasage spécifique.  
La simulation des modes dans la cavité, effectuée par 
méthode matricielle de Ables, a dévoilé l’avantageux 
filtrage apporté par les lasers DFB à couplage complexe, en 
gardant un seuil faible. Le cas spécifique d’un déphasage 
d’un quart de période entre les deux réseaux, correspondant 
à une condition de symétrie PT, induit des effets 
unidirectionnels d’amplification en réflexion.  

Des lasers DFB à couplage par l’indice, par les pertes et à 
couplage complexe avec différentes phases entre les réseaux 
ont été fabriqués selon les techniques courantes de 
réalisation de circuits photonique intégrés : lithographie 
électronique et gravure ICP notamment. 
Les mesures de caractéristiques courant /puissance 
montrent une diminution du courant de seuil des lasers à 
couplage complexe en comparaison de leur équivalent à 
couplage par les pertes, et un comportement monomode 
plus robuste et plus systématique en comparaison de leur 
équivalent à couplage par l’indice.  
Les variations d’indice réelle et imaginaire dans les cavités 
ont été mesurés à l’aide d’un laser externe. 
La résistance au retour optique de nos lasers a également été 
étudiée. Les résultats montrent une corrélation entre la 
tolérance au retour optique et le déphasage des réseaux 
d’indice et de pertes, sans montrer d’amélioration 
significative de cette résistance par rapport aux lasers DFB 
à couplage par l’indice. 
Ce premier « véhicule test » sur l’application de la symétrie 
PT aux lasers à contre réaction répartie a permis d’obtenir 
des perspectives encourageantes quant à l’amélioration des 
performances des technologies existantes. Ce travail 
conforte l’intérêt de ce concept pour la conception de lasers 
DFB tolérant au feedback et leur intégration dans un 
système laser-modulateur fonctionnant sur la même base.  

 

 

Title : Application of the concept of Parity-Time symmetry to integrated optics. 
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Abstract : The development of photonics during the past 
decades, enabled by the advent of nanofabrication 
technologies, witnessed the appearance of new types of 
artificial materials such as photonic crystals, 
metamaterials, plasmonic circuits, and more recently the so 
called “PT symmetry” structures. The characteristic feature 
of this new type of artificial structures is that though they 
are described by non-Hermitian Hamiltonians their 
eigenvalues can still be real. In optics, several physical 
phenomena are known to obey equations that are formally 
equivalent to that of Hamiltonians in quantum mechanics. 
During this work, we investigated the design, fabrication 
and characterization of complex-coupled DFB lasers, with 
the intent to apply Parity-Time (PT) symmetry to a 
practical device. The mode selectivity inside the cavity is 
brought by the combination of a gain-coupled and index-
coupled Bragg grating, under the form of respectively a 
corrugated waveguide and a metallic absorbing surface 
grating. 
Through the simulation of the mode evolution inside 
conventional DFB lasers and complexe-coupled DFB 
lasers using Ables matrix method, the advantages of 
efficient mode filtering while keeping a low threshold 
current was observed. The specific phase shift of a quarter 
period, matching the PT-symmetric configuration, is found 
to show highly asymmetric mode selection, with unidirect- 
ional amplification in reflection.  

Index, gain and complex-coupled DFB lasers with different 
phase shifts between loss and index grating profiles were 
fabricated, using photonics integrated circuits fabrication 
building blocks: electron beam lithography and induced 
coupled plasma dry etching to name but a few.  
The characterization of the fabricated lasers shows a 
reduction in threshold compared to equivalent third order 
gain-coupled DFB lasers, and improved monomode 
operation and yield compared to third order index-coupled 
DFB lasers. 
Real and imaginary parts of the index modulation as well 
as reflection spectral response was investigated by external 
optical probing of the laser cavities.  
The resistance of the CC DFB lasers to external optical 
feedback was studied. If results show an apparent 
correlation between the gratings phase shift and the 
feedback resistance, but no significant improvement was 
found with regards to IC DFB lasers. 
This first milestone on the application of PT-symmetry to 
the design and fabrication of DFB lasers provide interesting 
prospects on the improvement of existing technologies. 
This work reinforces the interest of this concept for the 
design of feedback tolerant DFB lasers, and their 
integration in an all PT-symmetric laser-modulator system.  
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